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Abstract

The goal of synAetic speech is to provide speech Aat is boA comprehensible 

and natural sounding. While synthetic speech is drawing nearer to its goal, it has 

not yet attained a truly natural quality. Naturalness can be improved by incorporat- 

mg prosodic rules for duration and mtonation that arc rcpicsenAtive of natural 

speech. While duration models are widely used, they fail to replicate the variations 

evident in the tempo of natural speech.

This project proposes a model of tempo modulations m English based upon 

phrasal focL In order to replicate Ais pattern, the potential phonetic locations for 

altering the speech rate of English synAedc speech are explored.

The results of a pilot study based on Ae readings of one speaker suggested 

that tempo modulations are predictable and not random, and that Aey are not 

expressed as equal expansions and compressions across all syllable constituents. 

W)wels, onsets, and codas exhibited varying degrees of change. These results 

motivated a study of Ae same phenomena m data derived from Ae readings of 

multiple speakers.

The daA for Ae main study were derived from two readings of each of Eve 

Canadian English sentences. The Erst reading varied Ae position of a focused 

word in Ae sentence and Ae second, only Ae tempo. Sentences that were neutral 

in terms of focus and tempo were included in boA readings to create experimental



in

controls. The readings were recorded and digitized to provide waveforms for dura

tion measuiemenL

Comparisons of average durations of focused syllables to the respective con

trols revealed sigruScant differences given an alpha level of .05, providing evi

dence that a pattern of tempo modulations can be predicted. This pattern involved 

expansion and compression within the sentence.

The pattern can be replicated using the results of the investigation of sites for 

tempo changes. The results reveal diat at a fast tempo and a slow tempo, the dura

tions of syllable constituents change signiScantly from the control at an alpha level 

of .01. The vowel, particularly one that comprises a syllable, is the primary site for 

expansion and compressioiL Stressed vowels have the largest compression, while 

unstressed vowels have the largest expansion.

The degree of segmental change varies depending on the position of the sylla

ble consdtuenL In stressed C VC syllables, codas and then onsets exhibit lessening 

degrees of compression. The reverse is true for expansion, and the degree of 

change for these constituents is less than that for compression. However, only 

stops in these positions show a signiGcant change from the control. It spears that 

expansions and compressions of segments are ranked according to syllable constit

uency.

These ranked expansions and compressions of syllable constituents can be 

incorporated into an existing duration model for synthetic speech in order to repli

cate the observed pattern of tempo modulations in English. This tempo pattern pro

vides variation at a sentential level and is an improvement over rules for emphasis 

that are speciGc to the emphasized word or part thereof. The pattern is expressed 

by duration rules, and the addition of the criterion for syllable constituency 

increases the natural distribution of changes in tempo provided a model to bring 

synthetic speech closer to the natural goal.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

rrie m p o  is the rate of an activity such as speech or music. It serves to orga

nize the activity in terms of duration. In speech, tempo is determined by 

the duration of a unit of speech. It constrains other temporal phenomena, such as

rhythm. ^

As in music, tempo in speech can be modulated to accent whole phrases. This 

modulation takes the form of changes in the duration of a phrase or other speech 

unit. Tempo modulations have been observed in Swedish, where phrases that out

line a story in read speech are decelerated for accent, as noted by Fant, Krucken- 

berg, and Nord (1991c, pp. 251-56). However, this means of accentuation in 

speech also applies within phrases. The focal point of a phrase is accented by a 

preceding deceleration of tempo. Fant et al. also discovered this pattern in Swedish

(p.256). In English, we find speeches and theatre performance^ examples of such

1 .Rhythm organizes speech into patterns of long and short or accented and unaccented syllables.
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speech modulations, which have not yet been modelled. A further example of the 

correlation between tempo changes and accented semantic content occurs in 

cinema. However, in this realm, tempo is defined as motion and shot length. In a 

movie, dramatic story sections and events arc signaled by a unique tempo (Adams 

et aL, 2000).

Previous studies describe the various articulation and speech rates^ of English 

and other languages, for example, those of Osser and Peng (1964), Gay (1981), 

Miller (1981), Vaane (1982), den Os (1985), Kohler (1986), Rietveld and Gussen- 

hoven (1987), and Levelt (1989). While there are many models of speech rate in 

EngHsh, it is evident that further research is necessary to create a model of the 

modulation of tempo in English for articulation rate that can be incorporated into a 

rule-based synthetic speech system. The primary goal of this project is to model 

observed tempo modulations in Canadian English read speech for incorporation 

into a synthetic speech system.

A quantitative description of tempo modulations has important implications 

for both linguistics and industry. As a contribution to the field of linguistics, a gen- 

eralization of tempo in English brings us closer to developing a language universal 

for the temporal organization of speech. Laver (1994) notes that rhythm is a highly

2. Theatrical speech exploits the prosodic elements of language to its fullest, in an effort to place impor
tance or non-importance on specific elements of a text. In terms of tempo, important ideas are emphasized by 
deceleration and others are de-emphasized by acceleration.

3. The articulation rate describes the tempo of an utterance excluding pauses. The speaking rate 
describes the overall rate of performance including pauses.
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complex phenomenon, which evades an adequate account because of the interfer

ence of variables in timing, and diOeiences in accent, style, voice, tone, and rate of 

speech (p. 526). Therefore, a model of tempo modulation can lessen the complex

ity of analyzing rhythm by providing an accurate control measure. A model of 

tempo will also prove useful in the field of language acquisition, by providing lan

guage learners with valuable timing information to assist them in attaining native

like proSciency.

In industry, many advances have been made in improving the natural quality 

of synthetic speech. However, many synthetic speech systems still sound quite 

unnatural in terms of temporal qualities such as tempo and rhythm. If these could 

be predicted and replicated, synthetic speech would come closer to its natural tar

get The challenge lies in this prediction and replication. Tkmpo must be described 

quantitatively in order for any replication to be possible. This description can then 

be translated into the form of an algorithm, which can in turn be incorporated into 

syndtetic speech software for various synthetic speech applications, such as text- 

to-speech systems.

There are two secondary objectives to this research. The first is to verify and 

validate a pattern of deceleration and acceleration. Focus is the centre of interest in 

the phrase affecting duration in the sentence. It has been established that the corre

lates of focus are fundamental voice frequency and duration (Brown and McGlone, 

1974; Folkins et al., 1975; Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979; Eady & Cooper, 1986).
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A focused word significantly increases in duration compared to an unfocused word 

(Cooper et al., 1985, Eady & Cooper, 1986). However, there is some debate as to 

whether or not the efGxts of focus remain conGned to the focused word or extend 

to the rest of the phrase. In terms of duration, Eady and Cooper found that focus 

does not signiScantly affect othm  ̂words in long sentences with 11 or 12 syllables 

(1986, p. 411-412). However, they did note that there is a slight trend for duration 

to decrease following a focus word located near the beginning of a sentence. In 

shorter sentences of other studies, this trend was determined significant (Folkins et 

al., 1975; Weismer and Ingrisano, 1979; Eady et al., 1986).

Therefore, Acre is some evidence of acceleration in tempo following the focus 

word in short English sentences. It has also been established that focus can cause 

the tempo of the focal word to decelerate. However, given the findings of Eady 

and Cooper (1986), this deceleration is restricted to Ae focal word. It has not been 

observed that deceleration occurs in the oAer words preceding Ae focus. Whether 

this portion of the sentence is affected by focus has not been shown. There is some 

evidence of this deceleration-acceleration tempo pattern in English, but it is not 

conclusive. An experiment designed specifically to test this pattern is necessary.

The second objective is to determine how this tempo pattern manifests itself 

phonetically, that is, what elements of Ae sentence are affected by the changes in 

timing. If the tempo pattern is to be replicated in synAetic speech, tempo-change 

sites that produce the desired deceleration-acceleration pattern for Ae model need
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to be designated. In order for acceleration to occur, the aSccted segments must 

compress, while deceleration involves the e^rpansion of segments. In compression, 

a simple reduction in duration equally across all phonetic segments does not occur 

according to Gay (1981). He argues that a vowel is the primary site for compres

sion or expansion (p. 150). At the level of the syllable, Campbell and Isard (1991) 

found contrasting results. Codas showed more compression than the nucleus or the 

onset in long syllables (p. 4). Given these Gndings, a model diat equally expands or 

compresses all focus-aSccted segments would not be predicted to reflect natural 

speech accurately. The vowel or nucleus and the coda appear to be the two most 

likely candidates as sites for timing changes. Further testing is necessary in order 

to determine under what conditions the vowel and the coda are primary sites for 

tempo change.

This project involved two phases: the pilot study and the main study. In the lit

erature review in Chapter 2, varying approaches to temporal problems are dis

cussed. A description of the pilot study and the results are discussed in Chapter 3. 

These results provide the motivation for the second phase, the main study, which 

consists of two experiments. A detailed methodology for the experiments is dis

cussed in Chapter 4. The first experiment tests for the deceleration-acceleration 

tempo pattern and the second tests for the potential timing-change sites.

When one designs experiments to determine the tempo pattern and sites for 

the required timing changes, one must consider potential factors that can contrib-
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ute to variation in the data. Whiteside (1996) suggests that there is some evidence 

for speaker gender diOercnces, Le. women read at a slower rate and display greater 

variability in sentence duration than men do (p. 38). An obvious solution to over

come this variability is to control for gender. In both studies, common gender as 

well as dialect and educational background were criteria for the speakers, in order 

that the incidence of potential speech variations might be reduced.

In addition to gender differences, there also appear to be differences in tempo 

variations among speakers as Cedergren and Perreault (1994) concluded in their 

study (p. 1089). Although data provided by a single speaker may show trends that 

support the hypotheses, the results would show a bias of that individual’s tempo 

patterns. Campbell (1990) also recognizes individual variation in speech rate. In an 

account of speech rate changes, he notes that an inherent tempo alternation in the 

speaker's presentation of the text may account for some of the error of prediction 

of his model (p. 75). By examining die speech of multiple speakers, this bias is 

eliminated.

This project is based upon samples of English data derived from the record- 

ings of male speakers only, because of the potential for a gender distinction in 

tempo. The data sample was obtained from the recordings of the read speech of 

one speaker for the pilot study and 6ve speakers for the main study. The text used 

for the readings was carefully designed to ensure that the sentences were as homo

geneous as possible allowing for valid comparisons of focus regions, vowels, and
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syllabic constituents.

Read speech and spontaneous speech difkr in tenns of complexity in varia

tion of duration. The increased complexity of spontaneous speech obscures poten

tial generalizations. Therefore, read speech was chosen as a data source. The size 

of this sample was sufBcient to provide trends of tempo modulations and of poten

tial sites for timing changes. The trends observed in the pilot study motivated the 

main study. Because multiple speakers provided the data, the sample size 

increased considerably and presented a rich data set for statistical analysis.

The experiments for the pilot and main studies aU have the same design. All 

recordings are digitized to supply both a graphic and numeric means of analyzing 

the speech data. The resulting waveforms are used for the manual segmentation of 

temporal units for the tempo pattern experiment and segments for the rate-change- 

site experimenL There is a problematic factor inherent in this process, as any dura

tion measurements rely on the notion of boundaries. The determination of these 

boundaries can be quite arbitrary when they deGne language units necessary to

describe tempo, such as syllables^ or in the case of timing-change sites, sound 

segments. There appears to be no solution to the arbitrary nature of boundary 

determination. However, the establishment of deGnite criteria for unit boundaries 

and the maintenance of a strict consistency in the determination of the location of

4. Syllables show prominence depending on whether it is the word or the rhythmic foot that is empha
sized (Kohler, 1991, p. 259). Therefore, the syllable is considered the minimal unit for speech rate.
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the boundary provide some resolution. Consequently, the accuracy of 

segmentation is improved.

During the segmentation process, the location of pauses was madced and the 

duration calculated. In synthetic speech, pauses warrant a separate description. 

Therefore, pause durations were subtracted from the measurements for all sylla

bles and sentences.

Once segmentation was completed, measurements were obtained for the com

parison groups of each experimenL For the tempo-pattem experimenL average syl

lable durations (ASDs) of the region preceding and including the focus word and 

of those following the focus were compared to a control to determine the proposed 

deceleration-acceleration pattern. An additional comparison was made in order to 

observe the effects of focus on the syllables preceding the focus word.

For the site experimenL vowel durations at slow and fast rates of speech were 

compared to the control. In addition, the durations of syllable constituents, onseL 

nucleus, and coda for both speech rates are also compared to the control to observe 

the effects of rate change on duration. All comparisons were statistically evalu

ated. The results of the tempo pattern experiment are described in Chapter 5 and 

are discussed and analyzed in Chapter 6. This chapter also itKludes a description 

of a basic model that can be incorporated into an algorithm for an existing speech 

synthesis system, based upon the generalizations observed in these experiments. In 

conclusion. Chapter 7 provides a summary of the results of the main study.



CHAPTER 2 Literature Review

IT n this chapter, duration models are discussed, followed by a description of 

some of the prevalent theories of variation in speech rate. It has been 

found that variation in speech rate is patterned, and that sentential focus might well 

be an impetus for a change in tempo. In addition to sentential focus, stress, seman

tics, and grammar also play a role in the realization of speech rate, as do the pauses 

within an utterance. Variables such as gender, dialect, idiolect, and pre-pausal 

lengthening can also aSect tempo and must be considered. After a tempo pattern in 

English has been established, potential locations of a change of speech rate, such 

as the vowel and the coda, require examination in order that this pattern may be 

replicated in synthetic speech. A brief discussion of some perceptual issues such as 

the perception of tempo and the afkct of pitch concludes the chapter.

Duration Models

Duration models are of two types; they are either rule-based, such as those
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proposed by Klatt (1979), Home (1988), and Campbell (1990), or are coipora- 

ddven models, examples of which include the work of Takeda, Sagisaka, and 

Kuwabara (1989), and PitrcUi (1990). Many rule-based systems use the model 

developed by KlatL It predicts segment durations for American English speech 

from a set of inherent and minimum default durations. Each phoneme has an inher

ent duration for a neutral mode of speech and a minimum default duration, which 

is the minimum duration to which the phoneme can be theoretically reduced. Syn

tactic and co-articulatory eSects are modeled by a set of rules that assign a dura

tion value for the individual phonemes. In addition to pause insertion, these efkcts 

include the shortening and lengthening rules shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
PAonemfc and Aengfhgnfng

Shortening Lengthening
Non-phrase-Gnal Clause-Gnal
Non-word-Gnal Emphasis
Polysyllabic Postvocalic voicing
Non-initial consonant Aspirated plosives
Unstressed
Clusters

a. (KWt,1979)

Notice that emphasized phonemes are subject to the lengthening rule. This 

rule applies to the emphasized vowel only and assigns an increase to the vowel's
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duration, and follows the results of studies by Bolinger (1972), Carlson and 

Granstrdm (1973) and Umeda (1975). The inherent difRculty with dûs approach is 

that it does not take into account any effects of emphasis or focus that extend 

beyond the emphasized syllable as previously discussed. In addition, the model 

does not account for de-emphasis. De-emphasis has been shown to increase tempo 

in Swedish, French, and English, as noted by Fant et al. (1991a) in a study of tem

poral patterns of stress in these languages.

The structural and phonetic contexts of the phoneme determine what rules 

apply. Each rule carries a percentage value that is incorporated into the following 

duration formula that summarizes the model (Klatt, 1979, p. 294):

The inherent duration of the segment is die value for INHDUR and the mini

mum duration of a stressed segment constitutes MINDUR. PRCNT is the percent

age change established by rule appUcadon. The default for PRCNT is 100%. Rule 

qiplicadon is a cumulative process. That is, the value of 100 is decreased or 

increased by each rule that applies.

Based upon Klatt's algorithm for American speech, Campbell (1990) presents 

a method of quantifying and recording changes in speech rate for British English 

read speech. He adds a new rule because of the observed overproduction of sylla

bles in phrase iiûtial position. The Phrase Initial Shortening rule is proposed to
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shorten phrase initial segments by 85% (p. 74).

M addition to mle-based models, corpora-derivcd models for speech synthesis 

have been developed by Takeda, Sagisaka, & Kuwabara (1989), and PitrcUi

(1990). These models achieve similar results by statistically analyzing speech cor

pora and modelling the results.

In a review of both types of duration models, Carlson (1991) notes that the 

standard deviation for the error after the application of these models is 25 ms. He 

proposes that this degree of error may be attributed to the assumptions of the mod

els. Firstly, stress is given a limited number of levels. Le. stressed, reduced, or 

unstressed, and secondly, speech tempo variation within the clause or sentence is 

not addressed. Carlson and Granstrdm (1986) compared the duration prediction to 

natural speech and found that the prediction error is a function of time. Carlson

(1991) notes that these results could be interpreted as tempo change inside the 

phrase or the sentence, which has to some degree been accounted for by phrase- 

Gnal or word-Gnal lengthening rules for phonemes (p. 244). Both Carlson (1991) 

and Campbell (1990) suggest that parts of speech may account for some of the 

error. Campbell notes that parts of speech arc not yet incorporated into the rules of 

his model, which would account for some of the error of prediction of fit (p. 77). 

According to Carlson, different duration rules could apply to affixes and bases, as 

well as to differing form classes, i.e. noun phrases vs. prepositional phrases (p. 

244). Kaika, Takeda, and Sagisaka (1990) included parts of speech in their study
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and found that the duration of function words and content words were in fact dif

férent However, Carlson argues that the syntactic position of the words may have 

elicited the difference.

hr addition, the large error in Rt may be explained by focus, as the effects of 

focus include changes in the duration of other elements in the phrase or sentence. 

Local duration models that concentrate on the individual segment fail to account 

for phrasal variation prompted by the intent of the speaker to emphasize an ele

ment in the phrase. Intonational models that change die pitch and duration of the 

tonic may account for the focus of the phrase, but the remaining elements of the 

sentence must also be considered. In a comparative perceptual study on syntheti

cally vs. naturally generated mtonation. Taken (1993) proposes an algorithm that 

includes pre-pausal lengthening and focal word lengthening. However; in this 

study the effect of focus does not transcend the boundaries of the focal word. 

Home (1988) also proposes a rule-based model that account for focus; however, it

is based on pitch changes rather than on changes in duration.^

A duration model that incorporates the effects of focus beyond the focused 

word could account for internal tempo change in the phrase or sentence as sug

gested by Carlson and Granstrdm (1986) and, consequently, could improve the 

predictive power of the model, resulting in more natural sounding speech.

5.In this model, the stressed vowel with the most prominent value in the phrase determines the Fg peak 
with the additional application of a 256-ms. frame for Fg scope, which is centered on the prominent vowel.
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Tempo Alternations

In an attempt to create a more natural sounding synthetic speech product, the 

tempo of an utterance must vary as it does in natural speech. In an analysis of 

Swedish text reading concentrating on the timing of vowels and consonants, sylla

bles, interstress intervals and pauses, Fant and Kruckenberg noted that speed alter

nations add a degree of naturalness to the reading (1996, p. 4). This opinion is 

shared by Rietveld and Gussenhoven (1987) and Eefting (1988).

Several studies have shown that the rate of speech within a sentence is not 

constanL Variations do occur and can result in a decrease in syllable duration as 

noted in an early study by Kelly and Steer (1949). Miller et al. (1984) also found 

that the articulation rate in spontaneous speech varies greatly. In a comparison of 

runs of speech, a run being a stretch of pause-free speech, the audiors noted that 

syllable durations change between runs. In a response to an interview question, 

speakers do not gradually accelerate or decelerate their speech but rather they 

alternately change their rate of articulation resulting in a multiple high-low alterna

tion pattern in syllable rate (p. 221). However, because of the method of organiz

ing the data into runs, which may or may not account for sentence boundaries, it is 

difRcult to determine whether or not there is a variable such as a focused word that 

is responsible for the change in rate.

In a similar analysis of articulation rate and duration in read English speech by
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Crystal and House (1990), this same high-low alternation was foimd, and this vari

ability manifests itself in patterns that appear to be identical for different speakers. 

The variability of articulation rate was not random, but rather each run exhibited 

an alternating speech rate. Similar results were found by Ecfting (1988), who notes 

that this variability is an inherent quality in natural speech. However, Eefting 

assumes that this variability is random and is not deliberate, as do Crystal and 

House, who observed that this variation may be a predictable function of the sylla

ble complexity of a run (p. 106). In addition, stress characteristics are shown to be 

basic to ASD variability.

One form of this altemating pattern of speech rate is evident in a pilot study of 

speech and pause timing in different modes and tempi of Swedish read speech. In a 

study in 1991c, Pant et al. noted that the pattern involves only one deceleration fol

lowed by one acceleration in terms of average phoneme duration. A similar result 

was formd earlier by Brubaker (1972) in a study of average speech rates of sen

tences in read monographs. Apparently, speech accelerates within sentences as it 

also does near the end of a paragraph.

Working in the larger context of the paragrqih, Koopmans-van Beinum and 

van Donzcl (1996) found that paragraph boundaries affect the rate of speech. The 

initial segment after a paragraph boundary shows a deceleration compared to those 

segments in intermediate position. They also found a correlation between focal 

points in the text exhibiting a slower rate and explanatory and commentary pas
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sages bearing faster tempi Koiso, Shimojima, and Katagiri (1998) found related 

results in a study of dynamic speech rates as contextualization cues in Japanese. 

The opening of information is marked by a deceleration in speech rate, and the 

absence of an information opening is accompanied by an acceleration in tempo (p. 

348).

Miller et al. (1984), Crystal and House (1990), and Eefting (1988), organizing 

their data according to runs of speech, have disproved the notion set fordi by Gold- 

man-Eisler (1968) that accounted for variation in rate as a result of pausing strate

gies. It was noted that the rate of articulation in terms of words per second does not 

seem to vary. As previously mentioned, the drawback with this method is the 

absence of potential sentence boundaries, particularly in the analysis by Miller et 

al. of spontaneous speech. Speakers may or may not employ a pause to indicate a 

sentence boundary. Given that a sentence could have one or more pauses, the 

speech rate of that sentence may alternate one or more times.

Focus as an Impetus for Tempo Alternations

Pant and Kruckenberg (1996) suggested that focus might be the impetus for 

speech rate variation. Any deviations in normal predicted durations are actually 

reductions and expansions around and within focal regions that arc inclined to can

cel each other within a sentence (p. 4). The high-low alternation pattern noted by
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Miller et aL (1984), Crystal and House (1990), and Eefting (1988) could perhaps 

explain these observed reductions and expansions.

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, a word that is focused is signiG- 

cantly longer (Cooper et al., 1985). In addition, there are apparently no definitive 

studies that can confirm the extent of focus cGccts. It appears to be well estab

lished that the focused word experiences an expansion in duration. In addition, the 

portion of the sentence following the focused word undergoes a reduction as was 

observed by Fant et aL and Brubaker. However, it has not been established 

whether the portion of the sentence preceding the focused word also exhibits an 

expansion in duration or whether the expansions noted in studies such as Fant and 

Kruckenberg (1996) are solely the result of the focused word expansion.

As well as textual focal points, emphatic accents also have a lengthening 

efGecL hi developing a new method for automatic detection of syllable nuclei, 

PGtzinger, Burger and Heid (1996) found that emphatic accents in spontaneous 

German increase the distances between nuclei (p. 4).

The affects of focus arc not restricted to the domain of duration. Pitch is also 

affected by an emphasized element within an utterance. In Grcdr, Galanis et aL 

(1996b) noted that a correlation exists between the focus and an increase in Fg. The 

lowest value for Fg occurred in region following the focus.
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The Stress and Tempo Interaction

According to Crystal and House (1990), variability is a function of the stress 

and syllable characteristics of the utterance. For example, in fast tempo runs, they 

found that die proportion of stressed syllables and phones decreases as the tempo 

of the run accelerates, and in slow tempo runs, the proportion of stressed syllables 

or phones in die utterance increases. In addition, when comparing the number of 

phones per syllable for slow runs and for analogous fast runs. Crystal and House 

found that the average number of phones per syllable is fewer for the fast runs (p. 

107).

Although stressed syllables affect the rate of a sentence, the reverse effect was 

not observed by Peterson and Lehiste (1960) in a previous study designed to 

describe die factors that condition the duradon of syllable nuclei in spontaneous 

English speech. They discovered that variadon in rate is found to have a negligible 

effect on the duradons of syllable nuclei. Minimal variadons were evident within 

an utterance, on the order of 3 to 5% of the total utterance. They concluded that 

variadon in the rate of an utterance has little effect on the duradon of the stressed 

syllables in the utterance (p. 699).

However, in a later study using a distinct reading mode, Fant and Krucken

berg found that stressed syllables increased more in duradon than the unstressed 

syllables, which remained stable (1996, p. 4). This trend held for both lower and
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normal tempi. Fast speech provoked a greater reduction of unstressed syllables 

than of stressed syllables (p. 4).

The same effect was found by Port (1981) in his study of the combinatory 

effects of timing factors in American English read speech. An increase in the 

tempo of stressed syllables in relation to the remainder of the utterance resulted in 

less of a reduction in the stressed syllable compared to unstressed syllables. In 

addition, for a fast tempo, a neutralization of contrasts in duration occurred for 

segmental features partially because of articulatory limitations (p. 271). According 

to Crystal and House (1990), stress and syllabic characteristics are not the only 

variables contributing to observed alternation in speech rate. Overall tempo, pro

ductive fluency, reading ability, and dramatic proficiency may provide minor vari- 

ations (p. 107). In addition to the stress and syllable characteristic variables 

contributing to speech rate variation as proposed by Crystal and House (1990), 

variation may be explained in terms of semantics and grammar.

Semantics and Grammar

Looking at correlations between semantic properties and speech rate, Koop- 

mans-van Beinum and van Donzel (1996) found that speech rate variations are 

related to global and or local information structures in spontaneous Dutch dis- 

course. In 60% of the runs that immediately follow a paragraph boundary, the
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ASDs were larger than the median. In addition, the first quaitile of a story, the 

main topic of the story, exhibits runs with lower numbers of syllables, while the 

last quartile (where in this case the topic is expanded) shows higher numbers of 

syllables (p. 4).

In addition to a semantic analysis of the texts, Fant et al. (1991c) conclude that 

most of the variations in the tempo of the text can also be explained by a grammat

ical analysis. Le. m ^or clause boundaries (p. 256). For example, non-content 

words are associated with a faster rate than their content counterparts. This correla

tion was also noted in a later w ort by Fant and Kruckenberg (1996). In this study, 

local tempo qrpears to be influenced by the substantiality of content words and the 

consequent stresses within the text considering average segment durations within 

sentences or phrases (p. 4). A similar conclusion was observed in a description of 

durational models by Cadson (1991), who commented on the variation found in 

local speech tempo, lÿpically, there is a 25-ms. standard deviation in these mod- 

els. In an effort to account for this variation, the author notes that segment duration 

could be correlated to parts of speech. For example, function words and content 

words contrast in terms of duration. In addition, syntactic function appears to play 

a role as well. In contrast, Umeda and Wcdmore (1994) And that accented sylla

bles in Japanese and English spontaneous speech are not always those that are con

tent words or those that are lexically or phrasally stressed (p. 1097).
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Pauses and Tempo

Pauses arc afkctcd by changes in speech rate. According to Fant et al. 

(1991c), pauses increase as the tempo of a sentence decreases and in distinct read

ing mode, pauses are double the length of those of a normal reading (p. 252), a 

Gnding similar to that of Grosjean (1979) in a study of timing in American Sign 

Language and English. An increase in pauses is largely responsible for die lower 

rate in the distinct mode (p. 252). This conflicts directly widi Kohler's suggestion 

that pauses do not have an independent eScct on speech tempo (1986, p. 137).

Inversely, does a change in articulation rate or a change in pausing by increas

ing the duration of the pause or quantity result in a change in speech rate? Conflict

ing results exist. Groqean found that at a faster tempo, the speaker would alter 

articulation time more than pause time. This stands contrary to Bellugi and Fis

cher's (1972) Endings for spontaneous speech. The rate of articulation also appears 

more influential than pause time according to Grosjean & Lane (1976) in a study 

determining how the listener perceives tempo. Previously, Lane & Grosjean 

(1973) found that when speakers double Aeir rate of speech, pausing occurs half as 

often. Pause time then aSects the global rate of speech (p. 4). However, in produc

tion studies of spectrographic analyses of tempo changes in Japanese, Vietnamese, 

Korean, and English, Han (1966) found that pauses are the most important factor 

in speech tempo (p. 73). Neither articulation rate nor pausing strategies alone
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account for speech rate variation; instead, a complex relationship exists between 

the two.

The studies discussed show that speech rate is not haphazard, but is patterned. 

These patterns seem to reflect a high-low alternation in speech rate, with focus or 

emphasis as a potential impetus for the altertmtion. In English, the tempo pattern 

within an utterance has not been established conclusively.

Variables affecting Duration

As previously mentioned, experimental design must consider potential factors 

that can contribute to variation in the data, such as gender differences (p. 5) and 

individual variation.

Individual variation is also found in spontaneous speech. Tempo appears to be 

speaker specific, as was found by Cedeigren and Perreault (1994) in their attempt 

to predict syllable timing in spontaneous Montreal French. They proposed a 

speech rate normalization to aid their prediction of syllable timing. Apparently, 

normalization is necessary because syllable timing is found to be constrained by 

speech rate and prosodic organization (p. 1089). Speaking rate was calculated by 

taking the ratio of segment duration within the intonational phrase to the average 

duration of the corresponding segments.

The emotions and the dialect of the speaker also appear to affect speaking
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rate. A correlation has been made between emotions and speech rate in Scherer's 

(1996) review of recent research on the afkctive dimension of speech analysis. 

Speech rate is one of many acoustic parameters for emotion that was proposed, and 

it was discovered that a fast tempo correlates with joy and a slow tempo with sad

ness (p. 2). However, in Greek, joy is correlated with a decrease in tempo as is 

anger and fear (Galanis et al., 1996a). In addition, an increase in tempo is associ

ated with grief. However; emphasized syllables or those in sentence Gnal position 

appear to be exempt from such changes in duration (p. 1228).

In a study of the effects of gender and dialect on speech rate of read English 

speech from the TIMIT corpus, Byrd (1992) found that there is a signiGcant effect 

of regional dialect on speaking rate. Two calibrated sentences read by 420 speak

ers were chosen from the corpus. These readings provided the data for the analysis 

of the speaker-dependent variables of gender and regional dialect, and the results 

showed that regional dialect had an effect on speech rate (p. 594).

Thus far the emotions, regional dialect, and idiolect of a speaker have been 

shown as factors contributing to variation in tempo. An additional factor is the type 

of text diat the speaker reads. Speakers have been noted to adopt different speaking 

styles given different styles of text such as children's stories, news stories, 

weather, etc. In English, there is a much wider range of speaking rates for the ten 

different text types than in either Dutch or French in a study by Fackrell et al. 

(2000). The weather and frequently asked questions mark the highest and lowest
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boundaries of die range respectively (p. 5/6).

2.1

In an analysis of speech rate, phrase final or pre-pausal lengdiening also pre

sents variation in measurements of duration. In Swedish read speech, Fant et al. 

(1991c) found Ihat m qor clause boundaries affect speech tempo. Syllables in 

phrase Snal or pre-pausal position are lengthened (p. 256). In English, Nakatani, 

OCoimor, and Aston (1981) investigated the rhythm in réitérant speech. The study 

revealed that phrase final lengdiening occurs in syllables preceding a phrase

boundary, independendy of stress location (p. 102).^ In a study of American 

English read speech, Wightman et al. (1992) found that lengthening is relative to 

the perceived size of the boundary and that it occurs within the rhyme of the 

syllable (p.l716). Similarly, Campbell and Isard (1991) observed that final 

lengthening occurs in peak and coda position (p. 43). In addidon, there arc degrees 

of pre-pausal lengthening related to prosodic consdtuents. For example, an 

increasing degree of pre-boundary lengdiening can signal four levels of prosodic 

consdtuents: the word, the accentual phrase, the intermediate phrase, and the 

intonadonal phrase (M^^ghtman et al., 1992, p. 1716). In Japanese, Hayamizu and 

Tanaka (1994), using a statisdcal model for the recognidon of speech rhythm.

6. However, Nakatani, OConnor, and Aston (1981) did find a case where a penultimate stressed syllable 
exhibited a small degree of lengthening when the phrase final syllable is not stressed. They also found that 
stressed syllables in word-final position are lengthened more than those with no stress.
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examine temporal patterns in read sentences. Average mora durations within 

utterances showed patterns of pie-pausal lengdiening (p. 200).

It is interesting to note that the listener may not perceive pre-pausal lengthen

ing. Hoequist (1983) describes "the order efkct", where syllables that are towards 

the end of a syllable sequence are heard as shorter than they actually are.

Several studies conGrm that in English as well as in other languages, pre- 

pausal or phrase-Anal lengthening is a variable that afkcts duration. Consequently, 

it is important to consider this phenomenon when accounting for tempo variations. 

According to Carlson (1991), the incorporation of word, phrase, or clause-final 

lengthening rules into duration models can partially account for the standard devi

ation of the models in his study.

Locations of Speech Rate Change

Given that tempo is patterned, how does the pattern manifest itself phoneti

cally? Do the speech rate changes affect all phones of the phrase equally or are 

some locations more elastic than others? Hoequist and Kohler (1986) note that 

expansion and compression of the speech signal is not manifested as a proportional 

change at the segmental level (p. 7). However, in an experiment comparing pro- 

sodically structured segments with sequences of syllables in which all acoustic 

segments were proportionately changed in duration, there was no difference
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between sequences created to model natural acoustic segments and the equally 

proportioned sequences (Hoequist and Kohler, 1986, p. 38). Port (1977) found that 

no temporal structuring is evident when tempo is slowed; however, an increase in 

rate results in restructuring (p. 71).

2.2 Vbwe/ a /b r Tbmpo CAawgg

Crystal and House (1990) found some evidence of vowel compression in the 

stressed syllables of dieir analysis of read American English. However, (here was 

not the strong evidence of compression that was found previously by Han (1966) 

for Japanese, Vietnamese, Korean, and English in determining what locations a 

speaker exploits to change tempo in read speech. By comparing duration measure

ments, he discovered (hat (here is a higher rate of reduction in stressed vowels 

when tempo is accelerated in English. For example, if a phrase compresses by 60% 

(he vowel can compress by 45% (p. 78). The same result was not found in 

unstressed enviromnents. Han observed that unstressed sounds do not undergo a 

significant change when (he tempo is accelerated (p. 78). However, these studies 

are not conclusive as Aey are based upon small corpora.

In an investigation into the quantitative characteristics of qualitatively similar 

English and Finnish vowels under different tempo conditions, Maqomaa (1983, p. 

46) also found that rate changes affected (he duration of (he vowel The stressed 

vowels under study were embedded into a standard syllable template within frame
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sentences. These sentences were read at three rates of speech: slow, normal, and 

fast. The vowels were then segmented and measured. Statistical results showed 

that changing the tempo creates a duration difference in the stressed vowel (p. 46), 

that of expansion and compression (p. 41). Expansion has also been observed by 

Kcssinger and Blumstein (1998) in their investigation of the effects of speaking 

rate on speech production and perception. They found that as speech slowed, both 

voiced onset time and vowel durations expand (p. 125).

Similar findings are noted by Gay (1981) in his paper arguing against the the

ory that changes in speech rate arc a result of a horizontal time compression mech

anism. The horizontal time compression mechanism implies that reduction in 

duration for a fast speech rate occurs equally across all phonetic segments. In addi- 

tion, the timing function causes all changes in the dynamic properties of speech 

movements, and co-articulation remains constant across any change in speaking 

rate (p. 1). Gay notes that changes in rate for American English are more likely to 

occur at the vowel as opposed to the consonant (p. 150), although it is not clear 

whether these changes occur for all vowels regardless of stress. However, vowel- 

undershoot, or incomplete articulation, occurs during a fast rate of speech (p. 152), 

which could account for the reduction in duration. Nooteboom (1991) counters this 

Gnding proposing that vowel shortening due to increased tempo does not lead to a 

vowel reduction (p. 234), a perspective that Kohler (1991) finds unjustified, as the 

data for this study was not a comprehensive enough language sample for such a
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categorical exclusion (p. 261).

In determining the efkct of tempo on stressed and unstressed syllables, Peter

son and Lehiste (1960) found that the duration of stressed syllables experienced 

less change than the duration of unstressed syllables with a faster tempo (p. 699). 

Port (1981) found similar results in his study of the combinatory effect of linguis

tic timing factors in American English. However; he found that the vowel and the 

consonant of a VC syllable are shortened in a stressed syllable, but to a lesser 

extent than in die unstressed portions of the sentence, (p. 271). If the vowel is the 

primary site of tempo change as Gay suggested, then Peterson and Lehiste's and 

Port's findings contradict diose of Han (1966) and Maqomaa (1983, who proposed 

that stressed vowels are the primary site for change.

These studies show that vowels can be considered a location for speech rate 

change in American English, as well as in Finnish. However, no studies have been 

done on Canadian English, although one would suspect similar results. In addition, 

it does not appear to be conclusive that only stressed vowels undergo this change. 

There is an inconsistency in previous studies regarding stress and vocalic changes 

given different rates of speech. Further study is therefore necessary to determine 

whether only stressed vowels undergo duration changes when speech rate is 

altered in Canadian English.

While vowels may vary in duration with changes in rate, they can undergo dif

ferent degrees of change dependent on whether or not they are tense or lax.
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According to Records (1982), long or tense vowels reduce in duration more than 

their lax counterparts (p. 6) a tendency confûmed by anecdotal observations of 

comparisons of the durations for tense and lax vowels in the pilot study of this 

experiment

2.3 Cofk Of o Tkmpo Change

Vawels are not alone in being afkcted by rate changes, as noted in Port's 

(1981) study. Gay (1981) found that post-vocalic consonant closure duration 

reduced proportionally more than prevocalic consonant duration for fast speech (p. 

150). This implies diat within a syllable, a coda undergoes a greater degree of rate 

change dtan does the onset Again, the question of stress arises. It is not clear if this 

statement is based upon all consonants regardless of stress.

A similar result is discovered in a later study of read British English examin- 

ing to what extent normalized phoneme durations taken jfrom sentences in the cor- 

pora is uniform throughout the syllable. Campbell and Isard (1991) compared the 

relative compression and expansion of different segments with regard to their posi

tion in the syllable and the phrase. They found that at a fast rate of speech more 

compression was evident for the coda in long syllables than the onset or the 

nucleus (p. 4). Long syllables are those syllables whose average of the normalized 

values of the syllable's constituents is greater dian one. The fact that the nucleus, 

i.e. the vocalic element, shows less compression than the coda contradicts Han and
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Gay's findings, who propose that the vowel is the prhnaiy site for an increase in 

tempo. Also, there appears to be less shortening in the stressed syllable than in the 

sentence as a whole (p. v).

An advantage of Campbell and Isard s experimental design is that they 

account for syllable lengdi. By comparing syllables of similar types, the compari

son becomes more robust. However, a further distinction of syllable types, i.e. C% 

CVC, y  and VC may result in a more accurate distinction. In addition, the results 

may differ by factoring for stress.

Codas are not the only consonants afkcted by rate changes. It has been 

observed by Wayland et al. (1994) in a perceptual experiment on American 

English, that stop consonants within an open syllable show longer voice-onset- 

time (VOI3 values, a 44% increase in the mean, when the rate of speech is slow (p. 

2699). The experiment compared the effects of syllable-level and sentence-level 

speaking rate on phonetic perception where informants judged the goodness of tar- 

get syllable VOTs that varied in length, in isolation and within frame sentences.

Taking prior studies into consideration, it would appear that both vowels and 

codas are potential locations for speech rate changes; however, further research is 

warranted to conGrm the results. Because stress has well-established effects on 

duration, it must be considered a factor in furdier studies. In addition, a formal 

analysis of the effects of tenseness in the vowel may be necessary to determine the 

validity of this reGnement of taking the vowel as a site.
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When considering codas as site for compression, a greater degree of distinc

tion of syllable types may improve the value of the comparison between syllabic 

constituents, in addition to factoring for stress. A further refinement of consonant 

sites such as codas is possible if the effects of speech rate changes on VOT in 

speech production are established.

The Perception of Speech Rate

The perception of tempo is an important consideration in proposing a model 

for tempo alternations. A model based on observational wodc should be tested in 

order to eiKure that the listener can perceive the resultant changes in speech. This 

section provides a brief discussion of some of the Sndings of perceptual studies, 

while highlighting the factors that would be important in developing a model

2.4 Awfgnerl; Thnyn Jndlgemgnfg

In a perception test of Dutch, English, Rench, Spanish, and Moroccan Arabic 

texts read at three different speech rates, Vaane (1982) found that listeners are not 

influenced by their knowledge of the language in judging rates of speech. She sug

gests that listeners receive their main cues for tempo detection 6om the temporal 

features of the speech signal as opposed to lexical information (p. 146). A similar 

result was discovered by den Os (1985) in a study of Dutch and Italian text and lis-
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tenors; however, it was found that a lack of fundamental frequency information in 

a foreign language made the rate judgements more difBcult In addition, prosodic 

information such as the orthographic syllable, the phonetic syllable, and phonetic 

segments can provide rate information (p. 132). For example, this prosodic infor

mation showed a high correlation with the perceived rate of normal and monotone 

Dutch and Italian utterances.

Miller and Grosjean (1981) investigated listener adjustment for articulation 

rate and pause rate when the listener processes phonetically pertinent information. 

Their Gndings showed that changes in articulation rate have a greater efkct on 

phonetic judgements of /b-p/ distinctiorK than do changes in pause rate (p. 211). 

Articulation rate was also discovered to be the most important variable in a lis

tener's determination of global speech rate in an experiment of read English by 

Grosjean and Lane (1976). In their model, speaking rate is a function of its compo- 

nents, articulation rate, duration, and frequency of pauses, all of which are consid

ered to be independent (p. 538).

Given that articulation rate and duration are, in part, responsible for speaking 

rate, what degree of change in the components of an utterance is necessary for a 

listener to determine a change in rate? Hoequist and Kohler (1986) discovered that 

a 17-ms. change within an acoustic segment or syllable is the minimum for the

determination of a tempo difference (p. 39).^Although the minimum change for
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the determination of a tempo change ig 17-ms., a difkrcncc of 60-ms. per syllable 

establishes a change in tempo (p. 13). Taking these results into account, any tempo 

changes in the model should range between 17 to 60 ms.

2.5 f

Listeners perceive changes in duration and changes in Fg in a task-dependent 

maimer (Hoequist & Kohler, 1986, p. 42). In experiments determining the lis

tener's ability to divide sequences of syllables into groups based upon Fg and dura

tional diBerences between groups, duration and pitch change are proven 

organizational cues (p. 44). The widest possible domain for a listener to establish a 

rate of speaking was suggested to be the utterance, and was, in some cases, due to 

the order eSect and the effects of utterance structuring (p. 26).

Den Os (1985) found that fundamental frequency information is important to rate 

judgments, as did Kohler (1986) in his model of speech rate perception of read 

German speech. Kohler proposed that, in the first instance, fundamental Bequency 

peaks signal feet (the principle temporal organizer suggested by Hoequist (1984)), 

and then duration structuring within the foot determines tempo.

According to Hoequist and Kohler (1986), a foot structure that is based on

duration causes it to sound slower only at the level of the foot and not beyond (p.

7. Hoequist and Kohler (1986) found the change to be primarily within the quasi periodic portion of the
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49). Pitch stnicturmg also causes a perceived slowing, however there is no differ

ence in the effects between local and global structuring (p. 50). In fact, any struc

turing of an utterance may cause a perceived slowing (p.52).

In addition to Kohler, Rietveld and Gussenhoven (1987) found a correlation 

between pitch level and perceived speech rate. Kohler correlates a high fundamen

tal ùequency with a fast tempo and a low fundamental ùequency widi a slow 

tempo, supporting a previous experiment for perceived speech tempo based on 

non-speech stimuli by Hoequist and Kohler (1986). In a m ^or study of the percep

tion of speech rate in German, Hoequist (1984) found that this effect is intensiGed 

when there is a change in the pitch contour of the syllable regardless of the direc

tion (p. 164). Kohler found that in slow utterances, fundamental Gequency might 

drop across the consonantal periphery instead of inside the nucleus. In addition, 

fundamental frequency movement cues that occur in utterance final position 

decrease or increase in speech rate respectively (p. 134). The proposed hierarchy 

of variables in the perception of speech rate is then duration, followed by overall 

fundamental frequency, followed by fundamental frequency movement.

However, the perception of duration is not without its complications. Hoequist 

(1984) made a very interesting observation on the perception of durational differ

ences. Given a difference in duration between two identical syllables, listeners per

ceive a diSierence between the two syllables but not one of a durational nature. 

Conversely, a non-durational difference between these syllables such as a falling
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pitch is perceived as a durational change (p. 161).

In sum, the duration models discussed do not account for tempo pattern in 

English, particularly one that decelerates the focused word and the pre-focal por- 

tion of the sentence and accelerates the remainder. regard to the replication of 

Ais pattern, Ae vowel and Ae coda have boA heen identiSed as potential locations 

for tempo change. It is important to note that changes m tempo need to meet per- 

ceptual criteria. Because of Aeir effect on tempo, controls for pauses will be 

included in the study. In addition, an experiment must account for all variables, 

such as gender, dialect, idiolect, and pre-pausal lengAening, as they all have been 

shown to have effects on duration.



CHAPTER 3 Pilot Study

0  %e purpose of the pilot study was to determine if the previously described 

deceleration-acceleration tempo pattern is evident in English. In addition, 

multiple sites for potential rate changes in English were tested: vowels and the 

codas of syllables. In addition, the tenseness of specific vowels and the VOT of 

stop consonants were also tested as possible future reGnements to the model. How

ever, these sites will not be discussed in this chapter. By testing whether or not rate 

changes affect the duration of these sites, potential locations for sources of speech 

rate variation can be determined. A script was purposely designed with sentences 

that provide these phonetic occurrences and numerous focus locations.

When previous studies of vowels (Peterson & Lehiste, 1960; Han, 1966; Port, 

1980; Maijomaa, 1983), and codas or consonants (Gay, 1981; Campbell & Isard, 

1991) are considered, it becomes evident that both vowels and codas are potential 

locations for speech rate changes; however, further research is warranted to con

firm the results.
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The purpose of (he pilot study was to determine whether or not the data could 

demonstrate that the sentence section following the phrase-initial syllable is decel

erated and Ae section following Ae focused word minus Ae phrase-Snal syllable 

is accelerated (Ae tempo hypoAesis). To determine the sites of speech rate change 

necessary A replicate this speech rate pattern, the following hypotheses were 

tested:

" AAwels will increase or decrease m duration as rate increases or decreases 

respectively. As previously mentioned, facAring for stress is required m order A 

ensure an accuraA comparison, in addition A resolving Ae conflict apparent m 

previous studies regarding stress.

" The coda compresses more than the onset or peak of the syllable at a fast 

rate. To increase Ae accuracy of the test of this hypoAesis, syllables are marked 

for stress. In addition, Aey are caAgorized and the resulting caAgories are used as 

a basis for comparison.

Because Ae proposed tempo pattern mvolves boA acceleration and decelera

tion, Ae inverse of Aese hypoAeses will also be Asted A increase the possibilities 

of boA compression and expansion of vowels and syllable constituents. Canadian 

English and American English have many similarities and it would be expected 

that Ae results obtained m Ae studies of American &iglish could be substantially 

replicated in Canadian English.
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Method

3.1 McterWg

As a source of data for this study, Sve sentences were designed to provide 

phonetic environments for tense and lax vowels, codas and VOTs, and to provide 

focus locations (the sentences arc listed in Appendix A). In addition, voiced and 

unvoiced segments were alternated in the design of ± e  sentence as much as possi

ble to make the distinction between segments more qyparenL This provides a 

clearer demarcation for the segments, which increases the accuracy of segmenta

tion.

3.2 Awfirÿgfif awf frocgdw/ig

A male participant, a native English-speaking professional with a post-sec- 

ondary education, read the sentences. He was unaware of the hypotheses of the 

study. The speaker was asked to provide, in a soundproof room, seven readings of 

each sentence three times to increase the sample size. The 6rst and fourth readings 

were at a normal rate of speech with neutral focus, which provided the control con

ditions for both the site location and sentence pattern experiments. The second and 

third readings were read at slow and fast rates respectively, and the fifth, sixth, and 

sevendi readings were read emphasizing three specified focal points in the sen

tence.
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The 105 sentences were recorded with a Sony digital audiotape (DAT) 

recorder, and were then digitized using Multispeech, Model 3700 version 2.2 by 

Kay Elemetrics Corp. at 20,000 samples per second. Spectrograms were then gen

erated for each sampled data file.

3.3

After the sentences were digitized, sentence boundaries were marked at the 

point of amplitude change from a constant, low energy reading. In addition, all 

pauses were marked and their durations were subtracted from any segment, sylla

ble, or sentence measurements. The boundaries between segments were deter-

mined from waveform readings. The change from unvoiced to voiced or vice versa

at the zero crossing constitutes a boundary, which is verifred by the spectrogram.^ 

In the few cases where there was no voicing alternation, the spectrogram provided 

the necessary information for segmentation. Auditory checks were used as 

required in addition to spectrographic verifrcation. All measurements were derived 

from the time values (in seconds) of these boundaries, and were tabulated using 

Microsoft Excel 97 SR-2.

S.The point at which the wave crosses the zero amplitude line on the waveform display is the zero cross
ing.
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Separate Experiments

The specific details for the tempo pattern, vowel, and coda eaqperimcaits are 

described below. A hypothesis statement precedes tlK description for each of the 

three experiments.

3.4 Expemnf nf

Tiempo Pattern Hypothesis:

The sentence section following the phrase-initial syllable up to and including the 

focus word is decelerated, and the section following minus the phrase final syllable 

is accelerated.

In measuring sentence length, tlie initial and Gnal syllables were excluded 

because of sentence boundary efkcts, i.e. phrase-initial shortening (see Campbell, 

1990) and phrase-final lengthening (see Crystal & House, 1988). Therefore, sen

tence length equals Ae duration from Ae zero crossing of Ae onset of the second 

syllable A the zero crossmg of Ae oGset of Ae penultimate syllable.

The zero crossmg of the start of Ae onset or nucleus segment and Ae zero 

crossmg at Ae end of Ae nucleus or coda arc Ae syllable's boundaries. These 

boundaries were marked for stress determined boA by ear and by the shape of Ae 

waveforms. The focused syllables were also designated. The pre-focal section of 

Ae sentence consisted of all syllables following the phrase-initial syllable up A
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and including those of the focus word. The post-focal section included the remain

ing syllables except the ultimate syllable.

After determining the sentence length, syllable boundaries, and pre-focal and 

post-focal sections of the sentences, the ASDs were calculated for latter. The total 

duration of Ae pre-focal and post-focal sections was divided by the number of syl

lables of Ae same section. These ASD measurements were then normalized using 

a ratio of syllable duration to sentence duration, countering Ae eSects of varying 

sentence lengths. The average syllable durations for pre-focal and post-focal sec

tions of the sentence were Aen compared.

3.5 Vbiygf Ejxpemwfnf

Vowel Hypothesis:

Vawels win increase or decrease in duration as rate increases or decreases.

^ A o u t stress as a factor, the duratiorw of vowels at slow and fast rates were 

compared A Ae vowels of the control sentences firsL Then boA stressed and 

unstressed vowels were compared at the different tempi within Aeir stress catego

ries.

3.6 CofiffzAfgncy Ejtgpenmenf

The Coda Hypothesis:

The coda compresses more than Ae onset or peak of Ae syllable at a fast rate.
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The syllables were Gist divided into the syllable types provided by the primi

tive syllable inventory of vowel (V), vowel and consonant (VC), consonant and 

vowel (CV), and consonant, vowel, and consonant (CVC). Within these groups, 

the durations of the syllable's onsets, peaks, and codas were compared to those of 

the control sentences for slow and fast rates. Three comparisons were run for the 

three variables for stress: no stress distinction, stressed and unstressed.

Statistics

The purpose of the pilot study was to look for trends in the data that support 

the hypotheses. Because of the sample size, no conclusive generalizations could be 

drawn from the data sets; however, tendencies did become evident SigmaStat for 

V%idows version 2.03 was used to calculate descriptive statistics. The results of 

these statistics were used for analysis.

Results and Discussion

In the following section, a description and discussion of the experimental 

results for the tempo pattern experiment are considered. In addition, both experi

ments for potential sites for speech rate change wiU be discussed separately.
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3.7 FoW  Fegiofw

The first section of the hypothesis claims Aat the initial portion of the sen

tence up to and including the focal word exhibits a deceleration. For all sentences, 

comparisons were made between the ASDs of each of the three pre-focal regions 

and the control, the corresponding regions in Ae unfocused sentences based on the 

results in Table 3.1. Because reading errors by the speaker, it was not possible to 

make accurate boundary determinations. In these instances, the data were not 

included in Ae sample, resulting in missing values for the data set In this analysis, 

there were 16 cases missing, resulting in a Atal of 164 out of a possible 180 data 

points.

Table 3.1
f A f g i o n  ASDs

Position

Control Focus

n M 5D n M 5D
1 13 62.6 8.8 15 81.5 20.6
2 13 66.7 71.9 14 77.0 16.5
3 13 67.2 10.2 14 69.3 12.6

The ASDs for all pre-focal regions show increases in duration descending in 

value as the pre-focal region extends towards Ae end of Ae sentence. The ASDs 

increase 30% 6om Ae control for Focus 1 regions, 15% for Focus 2, and only 3%
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for Focus 3 (see Figure 3.1). This large increase clearly supports the deceleration 

portion of the hypothesis. For Focus 1, with the focal word located near the begin

ning of the sentence, an expansion in the ASDs is evident before and including the 

focused word. The ASDs for Focus 2 exhibit the same expansion pattern, but to a 

lesser degree. Possibly because of the sample size, the extremely hig^ standard 

deviation for the control warrants a cautious interpretation of the results (SD = 

71.9). The increases in ASDs of the Focus 3 region are minimal and do not lend 

significant support to the hypothesis.

II
a

g
Focal Region

Agum 3. f.
Comparison of the Increases in the Means of ASDs for Pre-focal Regions

As previously mentioned. Cooper et al. (1985) established that focus increases 

the duration of the focal word. However, they found no other effects in the phrase 

&om this focus. One would expect then, that the percentage increase evident in the 

ASDs of the pre-focal region would be equal to the increase of the focal word
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given there should be no odier focal effects in the phrase.

g  30%
I P r e - fo c a l  R e g i o n  

I F o c a l  W ord

Agure 3 .2
Comparison of the Increases in the Means of ASDs for Pre-focal Regions and the 
Respective Focus Words

In Figure 3.2, a comparison based on the results in Table 3.2 is drawn between 

the increases apparent in both the pre-focal region including the focal word and the 

isolated focal word. Out of a possible two hundred and seventy data points, 208 

comprised the data sample for analyzing the focus and the region preceding iL 

These data are highly variable given the standard deviations. Clearly, there is a dif

ference between the increase in the focal region and the focal word. The focal 

word increases to a much greater degree than the pre-focal region. It appears that 

the syllables other than the focal word must be decreasing in duration in order to 

account for the smaller increase in the pre-focal region.

This tendency for the non-focal syllables in the pre-focal section to compress 

is borne out in the data as seen in Table 3.3. With the exception of the two percent
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Table 3.2

Control Focus

Position n M 5D n M 5D
1 13 76.2 22.7 15 117.7 52.8
2 13 67.3 24.4 14 121.4 39.6
3 13 88.3 25.4 14 153.9 55.4

increase in the Focal 1 pre-focal region, there are 9% and 12% decreases for the 

second and third pre-focal regions respectively. It is clear that there must be some 

compression occurring in this portion of the sentence in order for the focal word to 

increase to a so much greater degree than the Focal 1 pre-focal region. Considering 

that the standard deviations for the control and the Focal 2 pre-focal region are 

large (.9D = 15.9, 19.0 respectively), a two percent increase is insigniGcant In 

these data, a trend of compression in the non-focused pre-focal syllables is the 

apparent e]q)ansion of the efkcts of focus beyond the focal word. In addition, the 

pattern of this compression compensates for the pattern of expansion: as the ASDs 

for the pre-focal regions increase, the ASDs for the non-focused syllables in the 

same region decrease. This is evident in the pre-focal regions given the three posi

tions of Ae focus in Ae sentence.

The second part of Ae hypoAesis claims that Ae region of Ae sentence fol

lowing Ae focal word is accelerated. To test this claim, differences must be deter-
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Table 3.3
jfggfon mf/iiw Focwf

Control Focus

Position n M 3D n M 3D
1 13 53.6 15.9 15 55.5 19.0
2 13 66.9 11.0 14 61.0 10.5
3 13 64.4 7.9 14 56.9 6.8

mined between the ASDs of the post-focal regions and those of the control. 

Comparisons were run between the ASDs of each of the three post-focal regions 

and the ASDs of the control.

&&

Focal Region

3.3.
Decreases in the Means of ASDs for Post-focal Regions

A trend of deceleration is evident when one compares the means of these 

groups, as seen in Figure 3.3. For the Focal 1 post-focal regions, the ASDs in the 

focused versions show a five percent decrease from the control based on the results
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in Table 3.4. A marginally smaller decrease is evident in the comparison for Focal 

2 post-focal regions, at three percent However, no decrease is evident in the third 

focal region. Instead, a one percent increase is apparent, but this difGcrcnce 

between the control and the Focal 3 post-focal region cannot be considered signif

icant given the large standard deviations of these groups = 11.9,15.9, respec

tively). It is interesting to note that the declining trend in the changes of ASDs that 

was observed in the pre-focal region comparisons is not repeated here. The data 

more closely replicates the changes evident in the ASDs of the unfocused syllables 

in die pre-focal regions. Apparendy, the post-focal region of the sentence does 

accelerate to a small degree.

Table 3.4
Post-focal Region ASDs

Control Focus

Posidon n M n M
1 13 64.0 10.2 15 (51.1 12.7
2 13 66.4 20.5 14 64.7 23.6
3 13 51.8 11.9 14 52.5 15.9

To summarize, there is a clear trend in the data of a pattern in tempo when 

considering the differences of means in the data, lending support to results discov

ered previously for Swedish by Fant et al. (1991c). Tempo alternations of one 

deceleration followed by one acceleration occurred within the sentences of this
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data. Of interest is the apparent compression found in non-focal syllables in the 

pre-focal sections of the sentences. It appears that when the duration of the focal 

word increases, the rest of the sentence compensates by compression in an effort to 

maintain some predetermined overall sentence duration.

In addition, the location of the focal word seems to aSect the degree of decel

eration in the pre-focal regions. If the focal word is in the beginning of the sen

tence, the degree of expansion is prominent; however, as the focus moves from the 

middle to the end of the sentence the degree of expansion lessens. It seems that the 

natural die-off of the sentence affects the focus as welL The tempo pattern 

described in the hypothesis is evident in these data. Where exactly this expansion 

and the compression of syllables preceding and following the focus occurs must be 

determined.

3.8 VbwgfDMfWow

This experiment considers the vowel as a potential site for speech rate change. 

There were a total of 496 data points out of a possible 576 for the data set. The 

reduction in data points is due to reading errors similar to those that occurred dur

ing the focus readings. The difference in means for both groups shows the 

expected expansion in the slow tempo comparisons and the expected compression 

in those for fast tempo. Given the results in Table 3.5, expansion is evident in the 

increases of the means for vowels regardless of a stress distinction with a 104%
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incpease over (he control. The large standard deviations for (he slow data may be 

explained by the variable nature of slow speech. However, the compression is min

imal, there being only a three percent decrease from normal.

Table 3.5
IbweZ Durofrons Aress and üofe

Stress

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

n M n M SD M SZ)
Combined 149 78.1 32.1 170 80.9 32.6 177 165.0 80.7
Unstressed 69 58.2 23.7 74 60.3 24.3 75 134.8 72.2
Stressed 80 95.3 28.2 96 96.8 29.1 102 187.1 79.6

When the data are segregated by stress, the mean for vowels at a slow rate is 

considerably larger than the mean for the control (Slow: 187.1 ms., Control: 96.8 

ms.) as seen in Figure 3.4. Tbae is a 93% increase in stressed vowel duration at a 

slow speech rate. Therefore, given this sample of data, one can infer that stressed 

vowels do ^pear to expand in duration as rate increases, and that they expand to a 

large degree.

The same degree of change does not hold for the comparisons of stressed 

vowels to the control at a fast rate of speech. The mean for stressed vowels at a fast 

rate is smaller than the mean for the control (Fast: 95.3 ms.. Control: 96.8 ms.) as 

seen in Figure 3.4. However, at a fast rate of speech, there is only a two percent
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nrW I

T e n ^

3.4.
Rate Comparison of the Means for Stressed Vowel Duration

decrease from normal in the duration of stressed vowels. Given the results,

stressed vowels show only minimal compression at a fast rate of speech.

Individual speech rates might account for this lack of diSerence. The partici

pant's normal overall speech rate might be fast resulting in less difkientiation 

between normal and fast tempi. This is evident when comparing the means of the 

sentences in Table 3.6. For this participant, the difference between the sentences at 

normal and fast rates of speech is only 16% compared to the 70% increase for a 

slow tempo. In addition, the sample size is probably not large enough to reflect 

accurately the potential difference between normal and fasL

Like stressed vowels, unstressed vowels also reflect expansion, but the degree 

of expansion is much larger (Slow: 134.8 ms.. Control: 60.3 ms.). At a slow tempo, 

the mean for unstressed vowels is much larger, showing a 124% increase over that
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Table 3.6

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow
n 13 13 14
M 2407.4 2875.7 4894.2
3D 813.7 414.4 543.9

for Ihe control (as seen in Figure 3.5). In stressed vowels, this increase in expan

sion is 31 points less at 93%.

mNonnal

Tempo

Figure 3.5.
Rate Comparison of the Means for Unstressed Vowel Duration

While unstressed vowels may show a higher degree of expansion, there is lit

tle difference in compression between stressed and unstressed vowels. As seen in 

Figure 3.5, unstressed vowels decrease in duration by three percent from die con

trol (Fast: 58.2 ms.. Control: 60.3 ms.), only one point more than the compression
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found in stressed vowels.

In summary, the data suggest that unstressed vowels do appear to increase in 

duration as rate decreases and to a much greater degree than do stressed vowels. 

Therefore, the hypothesis that vowels will increase in duration as rate decreases 

can be accepted. This iiKrease is considerably larger than the increase found over

all in the sentences. Slow sentences expand by 70%, while stressed and unstressed 

vowels expand by an additional 23% and 54% respectively. Clearly, vowels 

expand at a slow rate of speech, but do so at the durational expense of oAer ele

ments in the sentence.

The fact that stressed vowels show expansion supports Marjomaa's Gndings 

of expansion in stressed vowels (1983). While the present study suggests that vow

els could be a potential site for a tempo change from normal to slow, it provides a 

further reSnement of the stress factor. In expansion, unstressed vowels appear to 

be the primary site of tempo change leaving stressed vowels as secondary.

Although the data support the notion of vowel expansion at a slow tempo, 

there is little evidence supporting the notion of compression. As rate increases, 

stressed and unstressed vowels decrease insignificantly in duration; the hypothesis 

that vowels will decrease in duration as rate increases cannot be accepted. How

ever, a degree of compression is evident The degree of compression is not compa

rable to the decreases apparent in the fast sentences. The fast sentences decrease by 

16%, while the stressed and unstressed vowels show decreases of 2% and 3%
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respectively. Clearly, additional compression must occur at other locations in the 

sentence.

Nevertheless, this study does not conclusively support previous Gndings of 

compression (Han (1966), Port (1980), and Matjomaa (1983). The results would 

need to be statistically signiGcant to provide conclusive confinnation of vowel 

compression at a fast rate of speech. It is possible that a larger sample using multi

ple speakers may produce diOerent results, as this would generate data with differ 

ing ranges among the diree tempi.

However, there does ^»pear to be a greater degree of compression in 

unstressed syllables than in stressed, which concurs with Peterson and Lehiste's 

findings, and Port’s conclusions that unstressed syllables compress more than 

stressed syllables. Tbe findings in this experiment do not present a definitive reso

lution of Ae conflict apparent in previous research regarding which group com

presses to a greater degree, stressed or unstressed vowels, but it does provide weak 

support for the latter

3.9

Given Ae findings of Ae previous experiments, one could suggest Aat vowels 

have Ae potential to be a site for tempo modulations; however, consonants wiAin 

Ae syllable also exhibit expansion and compression patterns. All Ae means and 

Ae corresponding standard deviations, from which all expansions or compressions
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arc derived, arc reported in Appendix B. The data sample consisted of 957 data 

points from a possible 1089 because of reading errors.

Similar to the Gndings of the previous experiment, at a fast rate of speech 

vowels do not show a distinctive difference between the means of syllable constit

uents and those of vowels in the control sentences across all syllable types. How

ever, the coda and onset consonants compared do show sizeable differences from 

the control

Overall, at a fast rate of speech, codas decrease 6ve percent more than onsets 

and 16% more than peaks (Table 3.7). The results lend support for the hypothesis 

that the coda compresses more than the onset or peak of the syllable for a fast 

speech rate. In addition, peaks appear to be more static for this direction of tempo 

change, decreasing by only four percent, while onsets are at midpoint decreasing 

11% more than peaks.

Table 3.7
fercenmge Decrease in TbmZ 5]yWaWe ConsfimentS Congxznng a fas t Tempo to 
the Control

Syllable Constituents

Stress Onsets Peaks Codas
Combined 15% 4% 20%
Unstressed 15% 5% 28%
Stressed 32% 3% 15%

It was observed previously that compression is likely to occur elsewhere in the
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sentence to account for Ac vowels not mamtaining the same degree of compres

sion predicted by sentence compression. In part, these results can resolve this dif

ference. Codas compress by 20%, which is greater than the 16% compression of 

the sentence. Clearly, Acre are other durational compensations occurring within 

the sentence, as the degrees of compression in onset, codas, and vowels do not 

equal the total sentential change in duration.

The results of the investigation of the comparative duration of syllable constit

uents support the previous findings by Campbell and Isard (1991) that at a fast rate 

of speech more compression is evident in the coda than in the onset or in the 

nucleus. However; a higher degree of compression was found in codas of VC and 

CVC syllables than in eiAer onsets or vowels of o&er syllable types (as seen in 

Figure 3.6). In addition, codas in VC syllables increase nine percent more than 

those in CVC syllables. The compression of orLsets also shows considerable varia

tion between syllable types, 21% for CV syllables and 11% for CVC syllables. 

Compression is higher for codas in VC syllables, and for onsets, compression is 

the highest in CV syllables. However, the compression for codas in VC syllables 

remains higher than diat for onsets in CV syllables, a result that supports the 

hypothesis. It becomes clear from these results that making a distinction for sylla

ble types in the analysis of codas provides a more accurate representation of the 

compression process.

Codas have been shown to compress to a greater degree than do the other syl-
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A gufe 3.6.
Comparison of the Percentage of Compression for Syllable Constituents across 
Syllable T f̂pes

labic constituents^ and this still holds for the unstressed data; unstressed codas 

compress 13% more than onsets and 23% more than peaks (refer to Table 3.7). 

However, the same is not true for stressed segments. If a coda is stressed, it com

presses less than onsets but more than peaks. Stressed codas show 17% less com

pression than onsets and 12% more than peaks.

When the unstressed codas are further categorized by syllable types this pat

tern remains. If an unstressed coda is in a VC syllable, it does compress more than 

onsets or peaks across all syllable types (Figure 3.7). The VC coda compresses by 

31%, signiScantly more than the other syllable constituents across syllable types 

do. At a 22% decrease from the control, CV onsets show the second highest degree 

of compression.
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AgumS.T:
Comparison of the Percentage of Compression for Unstressed Syllable 
Constituents across Syllable Tÿpes

In the stressed data shown in Figure 3.8, onsets in CV syllables show the 

greatest degree of compression at 20% followed closely by codas in CVC syllables 

at 16%. However, the overall degree of compression for all syllable constituents 

across all syllable types is less than that previously observed in the unstressed data. 

Tbe results lend support to the hypothesis only if the factors for stress and syllable 

type are included. Unstressed codas in VC syllables compress the most followed 

by unstressed onsets in CV syllables.

When one considers data that are not categorized by stress, support is not 

found for the inverse hypothesis. All comparisons for the means of syllable con

stituents at a slow tempo with those of the control show an expected increase in 

duration. However, the results do not support the inverse hypothesis. At a slow rate
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Figure 3.6.
Comparison of Ac Percentage of Compression for Stressed Syllable Constituents 
across Syllable Types

of speech, the mean for peaks increases 29% more than that for codas and 66% 

more than that for onsets as shown in Table 3.8. Codas show an expansion of 75%, 

37% more than the expansion of onsets.

Table 3.8
PfrcgnAzgg Dgcneasf in Tbmi 3yiiobig Consfimentr Comparing o Thmpo fo 
the Confmi

Syllable Constituents

Stress Onsets Peaks Codas
Combined 38% 104% 75%
Unstressed 38% 127% 36%
Stressed 12% 90% 101%
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However, when stress is considered, the results change dramatically. If the 

coda is stressed, it increases 11% more than peaks and 89% more than onsets. 

Conversely, the unstressed codas show the smallest degree of change at 36%, two 

percent less than the change for onsets and 91% less than that for peaks. If the data 

arc separated using a stress factor, support is evident for the inverse hypothesis that 

stressed codas expand more than onsets or peaks.

N Onset
OPeek8.

O nset

CV V VC CVC 

S y lla b le  T^pe

Figure 3.9.
Comparison of the Percentage of Expansion for Stressed Syllable Constituents 
across Syllable Types

In addition, this hypothesis holds when the data are categorized for syllable 

type. In Rgure 3.9, it is clear that stressed codas in CVC syllables expand more 

than onsets or peaks showing a 119% expansion, which is greater than the expan

sion of peaks and onsets across all syllable types. While the hierarchy in the expan-
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sion of syllable consütuents in CVC syllables is similar for unstressed codas, the 

degree of expansion is much less as seen in Figure 3.10. hi both stress cases, CVC 

codas expand more than peaks, which, in turn, expand more than onsets; however, 

the stress factor significantly increases the degree of expansion.

» |  
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S y lla b le  T ype

3. f 0.
Comparison of the Percentage of Expansion for Unstressed Syllable Constituents 
across Syllable Types

hi the unstressed data, Ac highest degree of expansion occurs for vowels in 

unstressed V syllables at 149% closely followed by Aose in CV syllables at 145%. 

The common denominaAr between Aese two syllable ^pes is that boA have Ae 

peaks in a syllable-final position. The absence of a coda in Aese syllables may 

encourage a greater degree of elasticity in changes in duration.

To summarize, boA Ae hypothesis that codas compress more than onsets or
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peaks and the inverse hypothesis find support from these data. In support of the 

findings of Campbell and Isard (1991), the coda in VC syllables will compress to a 

greater degree than the onset or the peak if it is unstressed. Inversely, a stressed 

coda in a CVC syllable wiU expand to a greater degree dian the onset or the peak. 

However, in all cases the standard deviations for the syllable constituent groups 

compared arc high (Appendix B). The sizes of these groups are quite small, which 

could account for the large dispersion and at a slow tempo; the dispersion is even 

greater as a result of the inherent vanahUity of slow speech. Therefore, a larger 

sample size is necessary for robust comparisons.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of the experiments suggest that there is a decelera- 

tion-acceleration pattern evident in focused sentences. In addition, the modulations 

in tempo are not manifest in all segments, but are evident to varying degrees in the 

syllabic constituents.

The hypothesis that pre-focal regions expand and post-focal regions compress 

Bnds support in these data; however, the results are not conclusive because of the 

large dispersion in the data If the sample size were increased, statistical support 

might be found. However, a strong tendency for expansion of the pre-focal region 

is evidenL Pre-focal regions of the sentence do expand, particularly if the focal
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word ia located near Ihe beginning of the phrase. Clearly, location is important for 

the degree of expansion in the pre-focal region. In addition, this expansion appears 

to occur at the durational expense of other syllables in the region. There is some 

suggestion that the non-focal syllables of the sentence actually compress.

Clearly, vowels are a potential site for rate variation. The hypothesis that vow

els increase or decrease as speech rate decreases or increases is bom out in the 

data. However, only expansions show strong evidence, with unstressed vowels 

expanding more than stressed vowels. The degree of compression apparent in 

vowels at a fast rate of speech falls short compared to that of the sentence as a 

whole.

The minimal diOerences evidenced in vowel compression may be a result of 

the lack of distinction between the normal and fast sentences because of Ae limita

tion of the sample being provided by one speaker. By including speech samples 

from multiple speakers, this lack of distinction could be elimiimted, thereby ensur

ing a more accurate representation of tempi. However, the data do show that 

unstressed vowels do compress more than stressed vowels.

While compression in vowels did not give significant results in this study, a 

strong tendency for codas to compress given criteria for stress and syllable type 

was evidenL The hypothesis that codas compress more than either onsets or peaks 

holds. The data show that unstressed codas in VC syllables reveal the greatest 

degree of change. In terms of expansion, only codas in stressed CVC syllables
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exhibit a higher increase than onsets, or peaks, while unstressed peaks of short syl

lables hold die greatest degree of expansion.

Some aspects of the study may have aSiected the results adversely. In the Grst 

place, the study represents the speech of only one individual and therefore, the 

sample size is small, as previously mentioned, and the sample may be biased by 

the fundamental tempo patterns of this participanL The same generalizations may 

or may not hold true in a similar study of multiple speakers, but the results will be 

more conclusive.

Secondly, manner of articulation might be a consideration for the conqiaii- 

sons. For example, fricatives tend to be more variable than stops, which may intro

duce an element of variation diat can obscure the duration efkcts of tempo. 

Therefore, accounting for manner of articulation may increase the accuracy of the 

study. In addition, the syntactic structure and the number of syllables in the sen

tence are similar but are not identical. Clearly, sentences as homogeneous as possi

ble would increase the value of the comparison. The results of this study provided 

a good foundation for the main study using multiple speakers.
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n the same manner as the pilot study, the main study is organized into two sec- 

tions. The Grst section consists of t k  primary experimmt that tests for the 

deceleration-acceleration tempo pattern based on word focus. The second section 

is comprised of two experiments that investigate Are potential sites for tempo 

change within the sentence. This chapter describes the materials and methods 

employed for all experiments in both sections.

Participants

As previously mentioned, the variables gender, dialect, and idiolect have the 

potential to aSect tempo. Therefore, the design of the experiment should control 

for these factors. In order to counter the effects of individual variation in speech 

rate, five speakers were chosen to read the script. An odd number of speakers was 

chosen in order to avoid ties in comparisons. So that gender and dialect effects
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could be avoided, all speakers were male^ and spoke the same Vancouver Island 

dialect of Canadian English. In addition to these variables, the level of education 

of the speaker has the potential to afGcct speech. Therefore, it was necessary to 

ensure Aat the speakers shared a common post-secondary level of education. In 

addition, speakers ranged 6om 35 to 60 years of age.

A further experimental control is essential to remove bias from the results. All 

speakers were required to be naive to the hypotheses of the study. If the speakers 

were aware of the desired language response, they could alter their speech eidtcr 

consciously or subconsciously, thereby skewing the results. To ensure that the 

results were unbiased, all speakers of the study were unaware of the hypotheses.

Materials

As a data source for this study, Eve sentences were designed to provide focus 

locations and phonetic environments for vowels and codas. In order for the com

parisons of the efkcts of the changes in focus and tempo to be accurate, the sen

tences needed to be as homogeneous as possible. Thus, unwanted variances in the 

data can be prevented. All sentences arc declarative and in the active voice. Addi

tionally, the sentences arc identical syntactically and exhibit die same sequence of 

form-class words. For example, the final sentence of the script, 'Couriows, /  seek o

9.The choice of gender for this study was arbitrary.
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f Aggf afop a Aippy tefcA' reflects the following syntactic pattern:

[Adverb [Pronoun [Verb [Article Noun] [Preposition [Article Adjective Noun] ]] ]] 

As seen in Table 4.1, the pattern consists of 12 syllables comprised of 24 or 25 

segments. An additional feature of the sentences is voicing alternation, which I 

will discuss presently. This feature severely restricted the potential candidates for

the adverb position. As a result, a small variation was necessary in the number of 

segments of the Grst syllabic of the adverb resulting in the Grst, third, and fifth sen

tences having three segments and the second and fourth sentences having two seg

ments. Therefore, two of the 6ve sentences have a total of 24 segments and dre 

others 25; the first syllable accounts for the discrepancy. Any potential variation 

incurred by the disparity in the number of segments is avoided by the exclusion of 

the Grst syllable because of possible boundary affects.

Table 4.1
and Jyffabk Distriburion :5enrencgs

Number of Segments

Form-class Syllable 1 Syllable 2
Adverb 2or3 2
Pronoun 1
Vbrb 3
Article 1
Noun 3
Preposition 1 3

lO.For example, only a few adverbs fit the length and voicing criteria and even fewer meet the semantic 
requirements of the sentence.
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Table 4.1
DüfyffwfioM^r ̂ gyüencgf

Number of Segments

Form-class Syllabic 1 Syllable 2
Article 1
Adjective 3 1
Noun 3
Sentence Total for 12 Syllables 24 or 25

As previously mentioned, an additional feature of the sentences is a voicing 

alternation that results in a greater distinction between segments. This provides a 

clearer demarcation for the segments, thus increasing the accuracy of segmenta

tion. Based upon periodicity, voiced segments have distinctive waveforms com

pared to unvoiced segments. Voiced segments are periodic, while those that are 

unvoiced arc aperiodic. Periodic sounds exhibit a repeating waveform that is not 

evident in aperiodic sounds. This distinction is apparent in the voicing sequence of 

the last three segments of the name Acacia, /e/ /j/ /a/, which is voiced-unvoiced- 

voiccd (Figure 4.1). The vertical black lines in the figure represent segmentation 

boundaries. Despite careful design, there was one case where there was an 

unavoidable potential for two voiced segments to be adjacent in the third sentence 

of the script for the main study in Appendix A, 'Sheepish, I teach a cat atop a 

cushy seat'. In this sentence, there is a sequence 'a-t-a' of 'cat atop', and the't '  of 

cat has the potential to become a flap changing to a voiced segment depending on 

the idiolect of the speaker. In this case, segmentation is by no means impossible; it
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merely requires additional criteria for the segmentation process.

Agum 4. f.
Example Waveform of a \biced-unvoiced-voiced Sequence

hi addition to homogeneity and voicing alternation, spacing was required 

between the focused words, hi order to avoid any potential adjacency efkcts, at 

least one word separated (he focused words.

Procedure

4.1 jRgcon&ug

Each speaker was asked to complete two reading tasks, one varying the tempi 

of (he script and (he second, varying the focus position. Before the speakers were 

asked to read the script for die recording, they were given the opportunity to prac

tice. This avoided the higher likelihood of error possible when someone is asked to 

sight-read unknown material. When a speaker was comfortable with the script, he 

was asked to read the five sentences repeating each sentence three times for one
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seL The two additional repetitions of each sentence increased the sample size and 

were necessary because of the inherent variability of the data.

The Grst tempo task involved Aree sets wiA each set being read at a difkrent 

tempo: normal, slow, and fasL The speaker was asked to read as naturally as possi

ble for Ae normal rate of speech A creak a control group. Readings at Ae slow 

rate and fast rate of speech required Ae speaker A read as closely as possible A his 

error threshold. In oAer words, he would read Ae soipt as slowly or as quickly as 

possible wiAout error, All of Ae sentences recorded were well-formed senAnces 

and were not afkcted by this threshold.

The second focus task was comprised of four sets. To creak a control group 

for Ae focus experiment, Ae first set was a neutral reading. The remaining three 

sets were read wiA Ae focus on one specified word in three different locations in 

Ae sentence: irear Ae beginning of Ae senknce, approximakly mid-point, and 

near Ae end.

A order A ensure an uncorrupted sound signal, Ae readings were recorded 

wiA a Sony Agitai audiotape (DAl^ recorder m a soundproof room for a Atal of 

225 sentences for Ae tempo task and 300 senknces for Ae focus task. All control

lable conAtions, such as Ae recording location, microphone, and recording eqmp- 

ment were identical Ar all five recording sessions. The recordings were Aen

Agitized usmg MAtispeech, Model 3700 version 2.2^  ̂at 20,000 samples per sec
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ond creating data Gles of wavefoimg for the segmentation process. In addition, 

spectrograms were generated for each sampled data Gle as a secondary source of 

information for segmentation.

4.2

The segmentation process involved separating the waveforms into predeter

mined subunits in order to calculate durations. The subunits required for this study 

are sentences and pauses for all experiments, syllables and focal regions for the 

focus experiment, and segments for the site experiments. I alone performed the 

segmentation of the data in order to maintain consistency.

The initial stage of segmentation determines the sentential unit. Sentence 

boundaries were marted at the point of change in amplitude from a constant, low 

energy reading. The speakers inserted a pause between each sentence which 

assisted in the segmentation of sentences. The boundaries between subunits were 

determined from the waveform readings.

Syllable boundaries were determined from the start of the zero crossing of the 

beginning of the onset or nucleus segment to the zero crossing of the end of 

nucleus or coda. On the same principle, the boundaries for focal regions arc estab

lished using the zero crossing of the beginning of the initial segment of the first 

syllable of the focal region to the zero crossing of the end of the final syllable of

11.Multispeech was created by STR and distributed by Kay Elemetrics Corporation.
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the region.

The zero crossing of a voicing alternation constitutes a segment boundary as 

seen in Figure 4.1. To ensure that the boundary was accurately positioned, it was 

veriGed using the information provided by the spectrogram. In the few cases where 

there is no voicing alternation, die spectrogram provides the necessary information 

for the segmentation of all subunits. Auditory checks were used as required in 

addition to spectrographic veriGcation.

The speech-processing software provided a timing value in seconds for each 

boundary. In order to calculate die measurements for each experiment, these 

boundary values were imported into MicrosoA Excel 97 SR-2. Data management 

tasks, such as converting duradon values Gom seconds into milliseconds and com

putations, were carried out using this software.

As previously discussed, pauses are disdncdy affected by changes in tempo 

and are not the focus of this study. Therefore, it was also necessary to mark the 

pause boundaries and calculate the pause duration measurements. These measure

ments were then subtracted Gom the respecdve sentence measurements.

Separate Experiments

The specific details of each experiment designed to test the tempo pattern 

hypothesis and the hypotheses for the sites of tempo changes follow.
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The Srst objective of my research is to conGim the pattern of deceleration and 

acceleration in English. As previously discussed, focus has been shown to cause 

the tempo of the focal word to decelerate for emphasis. In addition, there is some 

evidence in the pilot study that indicates that this deceleration is restricted to the 

focal word. The results of the pilot study also suggest that the expansion of the 

focal word is at ± e expense of Ae words preceding the focus, which undergo com

pression. In addition, acceleration following the focal word has been observed. 

Therefore, the pattern is as follows: deceleration occurs in the focal word, while 

acceleration takes place in the region of the sentence preceding the focus and in the 

remainder of the sentence.

BoA Ae pattern observed by Pant et aL (1991c) and Ae pattern observed m 

the pilot study were tested m this experiment resulting m two separate tests, I and

n. Experiment I compares Ae average syllable durations (ASDs)^^ m pre-focal 

position inclusive and post-focal position. The pre-fbcal inclusive section includes 

all words up to and including the focal word and Ae post-focal section consists of 

Ae words following. Experiment II contrasts the ASDs in pre-focal exclusive posi

tion, which excludes Ae focal word, the ASDs of the focal word, and Aose in post- 

focal position.

12 The syllable unit was determined following the well-argued position adopted by Campbell (1990) 
that the syllable is the best choice for a unit for speech rate measurement (p. 69).
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Because boundary efkcts had to be taken into consideration, each test 

required two sets of data. As previously discussed, sentence constituents in phrase- 

final position are subject to lengthening. In addition, constituents in phrase-initial 

position are also susceptible to changes in duration, that of shortening (Campbell, 

1990). As a consequence of these boundary efkcts, the initial and final syllables of 

the sentence cannot be reliable indicators of tempo changes. Therefore, in one set 

of data the initial and Gnal syllables were omitted from die focal section calcula

tions, and in the second no special measures were taken to control for boundary 

efkcts in order to determine if the effects of tempo transcend those of boundaries.

Obtaining the two sets of data for Experiment I involved determining the 

durations of both the edited (in which the initial and final syllables were removed) 

and the unedited focal regions and calculating the averages for the syUahle dura- 

tions. The edited focal regions were determined using the zero crossing of the 

heginning of the initial segment of the second syllable of the focal region to the 

zero crossing of the end of the penultimate syllable of the region. After the mea

surements for the edited focal regions were calculated, the ASDs for the pre-focal 

and post-focal regions were computed by dividing the duration of the focal regions 

by the number of syllables in that region. There was no difference in the calcula

tions for ASDs in either pre-focal or post-focal position. The same process was 

repeated for the second set of data using the unedited focal region durations. As a 

result of these calculatiorw, each set had a total of 375 focal ASDs for Experiment
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The method for calculating the ASDs for the control sentences was the same, 

but additional calculations were necessary. To review, there were a total of four 

readings for each sentence. One was a control and the remaining three varied in 

terms of focus. Each focus word was in a difkrcnt location in the sentence. For 

each location, the comparable focal region had to be calculated for the control sen

tence. This resulted in three pre-focal ASDs and three post-focal ASDs for a total 

of six calculated for each control sentence instead of the two for the focused sen

tences. This process added an additional 375 ASDs as controls for the 375 focal 

ASDs for a total of 750 data points.

The ASDs for Experiment II involved the same procedure as Aat used for 

Experiment I, except for the difference in the focal regions. Experiment II has 

three focal regions: pre-focal exclusive excluding the focal word, the focal word, 

and post-focaL Consequently, three ASDs were calculated, one for each region. 

The total data points for Experiment II were 1,200.

Even when one speaker reads a sentence three times, the durations of the sen

tences will vary, which in turn affects the durations of the constituents of the sen

tence. This can prove problematic when comparing two syllables from different 

sentences. The effects are even greater given different sentences and different 

speakers regardless of sentential homogeneity. In order to counter the effects of 

varying sentence lengths, all ASD measurements were normalized using a ratio of
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syllable duration to sentence duration.

4.4 77; /b r  Zbmpo

The second objective of the study was to determine how the tempo pattern 

manifests itself phonetically. In order for acceleration to occur, the afkcted seg

ments must compress, while expansion of the segments results in a decelerated 

tempo. As previously discussed, the vowel and the coda appear to be the two most 

likely candidates as sites for timing changes. As a basis for both site experiments, 

it was necessary to verify that the sentences read at fast and slow tempi were, in 

fact, faster or slower than the normal readings. Therefore, the durations of sen

tences read at fast and slow tempi were compared to those of the normal readings.

The purpose of the vowel experiment was to confirm the results found in the 

pilot study that vowels increase or decrease in duration as tempo decreases or 

increases, respectively. From the total of 5,535 segments derived from the tempo 

readings, 2,700 segments were vowels. The duration measurements of these seg

ments were isolated and comprised the data set for the experiment In order to 

ensure that the only variability introduced into the experiment was tempo change, 

controls were established for all other factors that could induce changes in dura- 

tion.
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It is well established that stress has a lengthening eSect on syllables and, as 

previously discussed, segments preceding a phrase boundary or a pause are also 

subject to lengthening. In addition, the duration of a vowel may be affected by the 

syllable structure. Cleady, these four factors must be controls in the study. For 

both site experiments, each segment was marked for stress: those in stressed sylla

bles were marked as stressed and those remaining, as unstressed. Segments pre

ceding pauses and phrase boundaries were controlled separately, each being 

marked with the appropriate features, pre-pausal or adjacent to phrase-boundaiy.

Each syllable has a dhBkrent underlying structure. Therefore, segments poten

tially interact differently within different syllable structures. For example, seg

ments in syllable-initial, syllable-middle, or syUable-fmal position may exhibit 

different degrees of durational effects. Therefore, if segments arc compared, it is 

important for accuracy to compare segments within the same syllable structure.

Three components, the onset, the peak, and the coda can define syllable struc- 

ture. Onsets in English can consist of one to three consonants. However, in this 

study no consonant clusters were used, in order to avoid the inherent complication 

of clusters. A syllabic segment defines the peak of the syllable. In this study, all 

syllabic peaks are vocalic. In English, one to four consonants may comprise the 

coda of the syllable, but only single consonant codas were used. For the control, 

syllable type, (the primitive syllable inventory of vowel (V), vowel and consonant 

(VC), consonant and vowel (CV), and consonant, vowel, and consonant (CVC))
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was again used for categorizing the syllables.

To summarize, there were a total of 2,700 data points for these experiments. 

Each was marked for stress, pre-pausal position, phrase-boundary adjacency, and 

syllable type.

The purpose of the coda experiment was to discover if the coda remained a 

viable site for tempo change, particularly the coda in VC syllables as found in the 

pilot study. At a fast tempo, evidence for the duration of codas compressing more 

than that for onsets or peaks has been shown in both the pilot study and the study 

by Campbell and Isard (1991). In addition, the pilot study showed the tendency for 

codas to expand more than onsets or peaks in stressed CVC syllables. Therefore, 

die expansion of codas was also tested in diis experimenL The data set consisted of 

a total of 5,535 duration measurements derived 6om the tempo readings.

In addition to the controls for stress, pre-pausal position, phrase-boundary 

adjacency, and syllabic type, controls for manner of articulation and syllable type 

were included in this experimenL In addition to the control of syllable type, a cate

gorization for syllable constituency was required. This feature dcGned each seg

ment as an onseL vowel, or coda, where all peaks are vowels.

The manners of articulation evident in the data were stops, fricatives, and 

affricates. Changes in tempo can prompt changes in the maimer of articulation. For
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example, stop or fricatives can become approximates. Although this change can 

occur, it is does not afkct the accuracy of the comparisons in (he study, as it is the 

duration of the consonant at fast and slow tempi (hat is compared to (he control. 

Each manner of articulation has (he potential to respond differently to changes in 

tempo. For example, die duration of a stop may be more restricted than a fricative 

or affricate in terms of (he ability to expand. This difference may obscure (he 

efkcts of tempo change and therefore, a control for manner of articulation was 

necessary.

hi review, (he hypotheses to be statistically tested for the tempo pattern exper

iments arc outlined in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2
s j^ r  the Tengw fattem  Ægienmenf

Experiment Hypotheses
_ . The ASDs of (he pre-focal inclusive region are greater than
Experiment I tf,e a SDs of the control

_ . _  The ASDs of the pre-focal exclusive region minus the focal
xpenmen word are less than (he ASDs of (he control

The ASDs of (he focused word are greater than (he ASDs 
of (he control.

r  - T o TT The ASDs in die post-focal region are less than (he ASDsE xpem nentl& n iof (he control.

Table 4.3 describes the hypotheses for the potential sites for tempo change.
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Table 4.3
HypofAffgf ybr (he Eapenfwna ybr (kg fofg/idoZ .5f(gf Tg/zgw Ckange

Experiment Hypotheses
The vowel increases or decreases in duration as tempo 
decreases or increases, respectively.\bw el

S liable Constituents The coda compresses more than the onset or peak of the
syllable at a fast rate.
The coda expands more dian the onset or peak of the 
syllable at a slow rate.

Statistics

Two software programs were employed for the statistical aimlysis of the three 

separate data sets, SYSTAT version 10 and the student version of JMP distributed 

by SAS. As a foundation for analysis, basic statistics were calculated for the data.

4.5

The variables for the tempo pattern experiment are focus having three values,

1,2, or 3 and focal position having four values in Experiment I, pre-focal inclusive 

and post-focal and the corresponding controls. In Experiment H, there are six val

ues, pre-focal exclusive, focus, and post-focal in addition to the corresponding 

controls. AH comparisons are made in terms of ASDs. In Experiment I, the values 

for pre-focal and post-focal are compared to the controls for each focus position, 

and the same was done for Experiment II with the addition of the focus compari

son to the control. The differences generated by these comparisons were analyzed
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using a type of split plot ANOYA to eliminate the effects of multiple speakers. 

Because there are more than two difkrcnt groups of comparisons being made, an 

ANOYA is the most appropriate choice for the analysis of the data.

Because of the removal of the initial and ultimate syllables in Experiment I, 

thereby reducing the potential 1,200 data points to 750, the experimental design 

becomes unbalanced. This is not the case in Experiment H, in which all data points 

are included. However, this unbalance does not present a serious problem for the 

analysis, as the software automatically invokes the general linear model (GLM) 

procedure for Experiment L

4.6 6̂ %̂ EjgwrwwfwA

As in the Tempo Pattern experiment, the experiments determining potential 

sites for tempo change employed a type of split plot ANOYA. A split plot analysis 

was necessary because of the dependency introduced into the data by having mul

tiple speakers. The vowel data include 2,700 data points and four factors, stress, 

pre-pausal position, phrase-boundary adjacency, and syllable type. The Erst three 

factors have yes or no values and the last factor, syllable type had the values, y  

YC, CY, and CYC. In addition, the data are balanced because each sentence had 

12 vowels. The segment durations of the vowels at slow and fast rates were then 

compared to die vowels of the normal, or control sentences in order to test the 

hypothesis.
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As previously mentioned, 5,535 data points comprise the data for the coda site 

experiment However, because the number of segments per sentence was not the 

same - 24 segments in sentences two and four and 25 segments in sentences one, 

three, and Gve - the data set was unbalanced. As discussed earlier, this does not 

pose a problem for die analysis.

For each of the 5,535 segments, the four factors used for the vowel data set 

were used in addition to Manner, and Syllable Constituency. Manner had the val

ues, Fricative, AfEricate, or Stop, and Onset, while Vowel, or Coda were the values 

for Syllable Constituency.

Initially, the durations of syllable constituents at slow and fast tempi were 

compared to the controls to establish a difference. The next stage involved calcu- 

lating the degree of change in the durations between fast and slow tempi and the 

controls. The resulting values of onset, peak, and coda differences in duration 

could then be compared in order to test the hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 5 Results

T  n dûs chapter, the results arc described for the tempo pattern experiments 

and for the two experiments establishing the potential sites for speech rate, 

vowel and syllable constituency. Preceding these discussions are brief descriptions 

of the aiwlyses of the sentences used for both parts of the study.

As described previously, the data for the study were analyzed using a split- 

plot ANOVA analysis. However, before the data could be analyzed, a natural log 

transformation was necessary. The data were found to have a positive skew, typi

cal of most data measuring quantities. Consequently, it was necessary to transform 

all measurements for statistical aimlysis to satisfy the requirement of normal distri

bution. For consistency, all results are expressed in terms of the natural log of the 

original measurements.
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Tempo Pattern Experiment

The sentences used for the tempo pattern experiment exhibited variation in 

duration for both (he sentence and (he position of the focal word. An a]^ha level of 

.05 was used in all statistical tests for (his experimenL The sentence efkct on dura

tion was significant, F  (4, 16) = 4.23, p  = .016. A Tukey HSD analysis revealed 

that there was a signiScant difkrence between saitences 2 and 5, p  = .022. 

Although Ae remaining sentences were not signiGcantly different from one 

anoAer, Sentence 2 (M = 8.01,52) = .18) was shorter m duration than Sentence 5 

(Af = 8.08,5D = .22). As previously mentioned, Ae mean values are based on (he 

natural log of Ae original measurements. Descriptive statistics of sentential dura

tions by sentence and focus mcluding medians of Ae original measurements can 

be found in Tables C. 1 and C.2 of Appendix C.

The treatment factor, focus also showed significant differences, F  (3, 12) = 

7.13, p  = .005. Sentences wiA a mid-location of the focus word. Focus 2 and Aose 

wiA a final-position focus word. Focus 3 were signiffcantly different from Ae con

trol sentences, N (Tukey a: p  = .019 and p  = .005 respectively). Focus 2 sentences 

(M = 8.07,5D = .03) and Focus 3 sentences (M = 8.10, = .21) ate longer Aan

Ae control sentences (M = 7.93, = .17). The differences observed for the

effects of Sentence and Focus on sentence duration provide evidence for normaliz- 

mg the ASDs by sentence lengA A neutralize the effects of varying sentence
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lengths.

Before the analysis, a preliminary test was performed to determine if a sen

tence boundary did, in fact, signiBcantly aSect the duration of the iiutial and final 

syllable of the sentences for this experimenL Results showed that the initial sylla

ble did not signiûcantly change in duration for the different focus readings, F  (5, 

20) = .016, p  = .973. The means for the initial and 5nal syllable durations are 

found in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1
DunzfroTW and Final jyilabies

n=75

hiitial Rnal

M M
N 5.59 .23 6.14 .22
1 5.59 .27 6.08 .19
2 5.60 .28 6.09 .21
3 5.61 .26 6.27 .27

Although the durations of the final syllable did show significant variation 

between the focus readings, F  (5, 20) = 3.22, p  = .027, there were no signiGcant 

differences found between the three focus locations and the control. The probabil

ity values for Thkey a comparisons between the control and each of the three focus 

readings were p  = .871, p  = .903, andp = .200.

These Gndings provide evidence that the initial and Gnal syllables of the sen
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tences used for (his experiment did not undergo any signiGcant changes in duration 

as a result of being adjacent to a sentence boundary. Consequently, the data sample 

used for Ae tempo pattern experiment was unedited, i.e. (he initial and Gnal sylla

bles of (he sentences were not removed Gom Ae calculations for (he focal regions.

The results of (he tempo pattern experiment are divided into two parts. Exper

iment I and Experiment H. Experiment I analyzed the pre-focal mclusive region 

including (he focal word as one unit, while Experiment II analyzed it as two sepa

rate units, (he pre-focal exclusive region and the focal word.

5.1 /

For (he pre-fbcal inclusive and post-focal regions for Experiment I and Ae 

pre-focal exclusive, focus, and post-focal regions for Experiment H, variances 

between Ae ASDs of Ae regions for (he three focus positions and Aose of Ae cor- 

responding regions in Ae control sentences were calculated based on Ae means of 

Ae transformed ASDs located m Tables C.3 through C. 6. m Appendix C. The 

medians for Ae non-transformed daA are also mcluded m the tables. For Ae pre- 

fbcal mclusive regions of Experiment I, Ae ANOVA revealed (hat Ae ASD vari

ances were significantly difkrent from zero for two of Ae three focus positions. 

Focus 1 and 2, F  (1,74) = 163.74,p = .000 and F  (1,74) = 174.92,p = .000 respec

tively. The means of Aese variances reflect an mcrease in duration Gom Ae con
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trol. The means of the variances for both the pre-focal inclusive and post-focal 

regions are represented in Table 5.2. However, the variances did not significantly 

differ from zero for ASDs in the pre-focal region of Focus 3 sentences, F  (1,74) =

1.03, p  = .314. In addition, no increase in duration was evident for ASDs in this 

focus position. The mean of this variance showed a marginal decrease in duration 

compared to the control

Table 5.2
F re sc o / /ncfusfve owf Fegmn Vhrmncgs p/^ASDs

n := 75

Prx>focal Post-focal

Focus M SD SD
1 .129 .08 -.085 .06
2 .086 .06 -.102 .07
3 -.005 .04 .012 .16

Post-focal and pre-focal inclusive regions exhibited similar results. In the 

post-focal regions, the variances for ASDs in Focus 1 and 2 positions were signiG- 

candy different from zero, F ( l ,  74) = 171.72,p = .000 and F  (1,74) = 171.10,p = 

.000 respectively. As indicated in Table 5.2, the means of the variances for ASDs 

in this focus position showed a decrease in duration Gom the control. As was 

found in those in the pre-focal inclusive regions, the variance for Focus 3 was not
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signiGcandy difkrent from zero, F  (1, 74) = .44,/) = .510. Inverse to the Gndings 

for pre-focal inclusive regions, ASDs in this position increased minimally from the 

control.

hi summary, the difkrence between ASDs in focus positions 1 and 2 and 

ASDs of the corresponding control region was significantly difkrent from zero for 

both pre-focal inclusive and post-focal regions. These difkrences show an 

increase in duration of ASDs in the pre-focal inclusive region and a decrease in 

duration in the post-focal region. When the focus is located near the end of the sen

tence, the variance means are not significantly difkrent for both regions. Addition

ally, with focus located in this position, the means show a slight decrease in 

duration for pre-focal inclusive regions and an increase for post-focal regions.

5.2 Ejxyenmgfif

As previously noted, this experiment analyses the pre-focal region as two dis

tinct parts: the region preceding the focus word and the focus word itself. The 

results of each region will be described separately.

For each focus position, the variance in the region preceding die focus word 

was signiGcandy difkrent from zero. Results from the ANOVA for Focus 1 

through 3 were F  (1,74) = 428.15,p = .000, F  (1,74) = 414.92,p = .000, and F  (1,
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74) = 445.83, = .000 in order. In all cases, the difkrences for the ASDs in the

pre-focal exclusive region and the control showed decreases in duration, as shown 

in the second column of Table 5.3.

Table 5.3
A9Ds Exr/usfyg Régions

n = 75

Pre-focal Focus Word

Focus M M
1 -.085 .11 .481 .18
2 -.072 .10 .471 .23
3 -.079 .10 .271 .21

Comparable to the findings for the pre-focal inclusive regions in Experiment 

I, the means of the variances for the focus word difkred firom zero significantly for 

all focus positions. The ANOYA results for Focus positions 1 through 3 were F  (1, 

74) = 542.94, p  = .000, F  (1, 74) = 314.44, p  = .000, and F  (1, 74) = 124.36, p  = 

.000, respectively. In all three positions, the variance means showed an mcrease in 

duration, as shown in Table 5.3.

The results for the post-focal regions for Experiment n  are the same as those 

for Experiment I. The data and analyses of the post-focal regions for both tests
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were the same; only the data sets for the regions preceding and including the focus 

worddifkred for the two tests.

Contrary to the findings in Experiment I, the variance means for the ASDs in 

the pre-focal exclusive regions and the focus word in all focal positions exhibited 

rrreasmnntble differcrwaes. The means decreased irijpnc-fcNcal conclusive position and 

increased for the focus word. While signiGcant differences in the direction of a 

decrease in duration were found for the ASDs in Focus 1 and 2 positions, the 

increase for the ASDs in Focus 3 position was InsigniGcanL

Sites for Rate Change Experiments

In the data for the vowel and syllable constituency expaiments to establish 

sites for changes in speech rate, there were only eight occurrences of missing data 

because of errors in reading the script by Speaker 1. The mean replaced these data 

to ensure a balanced data seL

With an alpha level of .05, the statistical analysis of the sentences used for the 

site experiments showed signiGcant variation in duraGon for the treatment factor. 

Rate, F  (2,8) = 31.87,p = .000. The results conGrmed intuition regarding sentence 

rate that sentences spoken at a slow tempo arc shorter than those at a normal tempo 

and sentences spoken at a fast tempo are longer. Sentences spoken at a normal 

speech rate (M = 8 . 0 1 , =  .16) were signiGcantly longer in duration than those
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spoken al a fast rate (Af = 7.75, 5 0  = .07), = .032, and signiGcantly shorter in

duration than those at a slow rate (Af = 8.41,50 = .25), j? = .004 according to the 

Tukey a. The blocking factors, sentence and repetition, did not show significant 

efkcts on sentence duration; therefore, the sentences were sufBciently homoge

neous for investigating the treatment factor. Descriptive statistics including the 

means of the traiwformed data and the medians of the actual measurements for 

these tests arc presented in Tables D 1 and D.2 of Appendix D. An alpha level .01 

was used for all analyses in the following experiments.

5.3 Vbwef

The results of the vowel experiment show that speech rate does efkct a 

change in the duration of vowels. For the three speech rates, the durations of vow

els are signiGcantly different, f  (2,5) = 230.35, p  = .000. According to the Tirkey 

o, vowels at a fast rate of speech (Af = 4.18,5D = .46) show a significant decrease 

in duration from those of the control (Af = 4.44, 5D = .48), p  = .001. However, 

while vowels at a slow rate of speech (Af = 4.76,5D = .43) do show an increase in 

duration, this change does not reach a signiGcant level, p  = .018. For Experiment I 

and n , the medians of the original vowel durations can be found in Tables D.3 and 

D.4 of Appendix D.

When factors for syllable type, stress, and sentence-boundary adjacermy were 

included in the analysis, vowels at both fast and slow rates of speech showed sig-
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niGcant difkrences from the control. An interaction between rate, syllable type, 

stress, and sentence boundary adjacency was evident, and when considering these 

effects, signiGcant differences were evident in the duration of vowels, F  (2,10) = 

21.50, p  = .000. As was seen in the previous analysis of vowels, the means for 

vowels at a normal speech rate are shorter than those at a slow rate and longer than 

those at a fast rate, as shown in Table 5.4. All possible combinations of values for 

factors, such as stress and sentence-boundary adjacency are not represented in this 

data. Therefore, only the combinations of effects that were evident in the data are 

represented in this and other tables in this chapter.

Table 5.4
VhweZ Dumfron Fofe, jyfZohk Aness, wuf Boundary A^ocency

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Syllable n M 5^0 M M
cvc

Stressed

SBA"' 120 4.61 .31 4.71 .31 4.83 .30
Non-SBA 300 4.34 .35 4.66 .43 4.88 .45

VC
Stressed

SBA 30 4.64 .27 4.77 .24 5.02 .26
Unstressed

Non-SBA 75 4.29 .26 4.36 .29 4.60 .30
V

Stressed
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Table 5.4
Mwgf Dwroffon 6y /(afg, AnpM, am^ j^enfeace Baiawkfy Afÿaceacy

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Syllable
Non-SBA

Unstressed

Non-SBA

a
75

M
4.35 .34

M
4.73

:5D
.31

M
4.99

300 3.73 .31 4.02 .37 4.56"

:5D
.37

.40
a. SB = Sentence Boundary Adjacent
b. « = 293

In addition, there were only seven cases of vowels in a prepausal position. All 

cases were identical in terms of the variables for this analysis; they were 

unstressed vowels comprising a syllable that was not adjacent to a sentence bound

ary. The mean duration for the prepausal vowels was 5.04 with a standard devia

tion of .09. The pause occurred following the penultimate syllable in Sentence 3 in 

all repetitions for speakers 2 and 5 and in the last repetition for Speaker 4. Coinci

dentally, all seven cases were read at a slow rate of speech, and as a consequence, 

no comparisons between speech rates were possible. Therefore, these data were 

extracted from the sample, and any efkcts of prepausal position were not included 

in the results.
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Given the efkcts of stress and sentence boundary adjacency, roughly half of 

the comparisons compiled in Table 5.5 provided statistically signiGcant results. 

SigniGcant comparisons are marked in grey in this and other tables of post-hoc 

results in the chapter.

Table 5.5
Twtey o .ÿcgch /(ofe Compensons Dnrefrons

Features

Speech Rate

Fast-Control Slow-Control

CVC
Stressed

SBA .529 .370
Non-SBA .000 .000

VC
Stressed

SBA .941 .268
Unstressed

Non-SBA .974 .037
V

Stressed
Non-SBA .001 .023

Unstressed
Non-SBA .000 .000

As was found in the analysis of the rate factor, comparisons of vowel dura

tions between a fast rate of speech and the control showed signiGcant differences, 

but in this analysis only half of the comparisons were signiGcantly difkrenL Vow-
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cls that constitute a V syllable show significant diSerences in duration regardless 

of stress. In addition, vowels in a stressed CVC syllable that are not adjacent to a 

sentence boundary showed a significant différence in duration. The durations of 

vowels in VC syllables were not significantly different for either of the two speech 

rate comparisons.

Slightly fewer instances of signiGcant differences were evident in duration 

comparisons between a slow speech rate and the controL Similar to the fast-control 

comparisons, only vowels in CVC syllables that are not sentence-boundary adja

cent showed signiGcant differences in duratioiL However; not all vowels in V syl

lables had duraGons signiGcanGy different Gom the control Only unstressed 

vowels exhibited a significant difference.

In summary, at a fast rate of speech, the means of vowel durations decreased 

Gom the control, and at a slow rate, they increased. Overall, only the decreases 

were signiGcanL However, when factors for syllable hype, stress, and sentence 

boundary adjacency were considered, increases in duradon also became signiGcant 

for speciGc cases. Vowels in CVC syllables showed signiGcant decreases and 

increases in duration when not adjacent to a sentence boundary, as did those com

prising an unstressed syllable. Stressed vowels in V syllables also exhibited signif

icant decreases in duration. While signiGcant decreases or increases were evident 

in CVC and V syllables, none were found in VC syllables.
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5.4

When vowek were not isolated, but ra te r  were analyzed w it consonants, t e  

overall results changed dramatically. The interaction of rate and syllable constitu

ency showed signiScant difkrcnces in the durations of segments, F  (2,6) = 29.17, 

^  = .001. In isolation, vowels showed signiGcant decreases, but not increases. 

However, when vowels were in t e  context of the syllable, t e  reverse was true; 

vowel duration exhibited signiGcant increases, p  = .(X)8, but not decreases, ^  = 

.047, from the control given the Tukey a results. These increases and decreases are 

evident in the means provided in Table 5.6. In this table, the descriptive statistics 

of t e  vowels are repeated to enable comparisons between syllable constituents.

Table 5.6
Durafion <^5y/la6k Cansdments by Fate

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Constituents n M 5D M 5D M 5D
Oiwets 420 4.57 .24 4.81 .27 5.07 .40
W)wels 900 4.18 .46 4.44 .48 4.76 .43
Codas 525 4.54 .52 4.75 .51 5.03 .50

Rate comparisons of the duration of onsets showed signiGcant increases and 

decreases from t e  control, p  = .007 for h o t  comparisons. While vowels and 

onsets showed signiGcant differences from t e  control, codas did not for h o t
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decreases and increases in duration, = 1.000 and p  = .820 respectively.

However, when the features, syllable type, stress, manner, prepausal position, 

and sentence-boundary arljacency were included in the analysis, all syllable con

stituents including codas were affected by rate change depending on the feature 

proGle. As was evident in the means for vowels in Table 5.4, the means for onsets 

and codas show a decrease from the control at a fast rate of speech, and an increase 

at a slow rate. Tables 5.7, 5.10, and 5.11. The medians of the onset durations are 

found in Table D.5 of Appendix D.

Table 5.7
Durofion Onsets by ffufe, Mowief; f  reponsoZ Position,

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Type n M 5D M 5D M 5D
CVC

Stop
Stressed

Non-PP"
SBA 60 4.58 .16 4.82 .21 5.45 .55
Non-SBA 255 4J1 .18 4.78 .23 4.98 27

Fricative
Stressed

Non-PP

SBA 60 4.69 .44 4.86 .44 5.03 .52
Non-SBA 45 4.70 .12 4.94 21 520 .55

a. PP = Prepausal Position
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In rate comparisons for onsets, the durations of fricatives arc not significantly 

afGcctcd by changes in speech rate, as shown in Table 5.8. However, stops show 

signiGcant increases and decreases when they are not adjacent to a sentence 

boundary. When a segment is not in prepausal posiGon but is adjacent to a sen

tence boundary, such as an onset in this data, it is, in effect, in sentence-initial 

position. Segments that are both prepausal and sentence-boundary adjacent are in 

sentence-Gnal posiGon. Onsets that are sentence-initial also show signiGcant 

increases in duraGon.

Table 5.8
Thtey a ffgsufü Speech /(ate Canyarwons Onset OaraGans

Speech Rate

Fast-Control Slow-Control
CVC

Stop
Stressed

Non-PP
SBA .746 .000
Non-SBA .000 .004

PricaGve
Stressed

Non-PP
SBA .998 .998
Non-SBA .927 .860
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The descriptive statistics for vowels have been previously discussed in Table 

5.4 of Section 5.3, which also included a description of the seven prepausal vow

els. When the vowels were analyzed in combination with other syllable constitu

ents, the results of post-hoc comparisons were more conservative, as shown in 

Table 5.9. However, the same pattern of significant changes in duration found in 

Table 5.5 of the vowel experiment held with the vowels in context

Table 5.9

Features

Speech Rate

Fast-Control Slow-Control
CVC

Stressed
SBA 1.000 .999
Non-SBA .000 .000

VC
Stressed

SBA 1.000 .992
Unstressed

Non-SBA 1.000 .481
V

Stressed
Non-SBA .002 .306

Unstressed
Non-SBA .000 .000

For all feature proGles, codas decreased or increased in duration from the con-
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liol when the rate of speech hecame faster or slower respectively, as seen in Thbles 

5.10 and 5.11. In Appendix D, the medians of the original measurements of codas 

in VC and CVC syllables are presented in Tables D.6 and D.7 respectively.

Table 5.10
Durofion of Codhs in CVC 5yfiabks IWe, Stress, Manner; frqxm sat and
Sentence Baandary Afÿacency

Type

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

n M SD n M 5D n M
Stop

Stressed
PP

SBA 56 5.21 .33 60 5.35 .38 60 5.46 .44
Non-SBA 1 433 .00 32 4.62 .26 108 5.05 .34

Non-PP
SBA 34 436 .32 30 436 .28 30 4.60 .25
Non-SBA 194 4.15 .35 163 4.42 .38 87 4.51 .33

Fricative
Stressed

PP
Non-SBA 3 4.48 .12 16 5.08 .36

Non-PP
SBA 15 4.52 .07 15 4.64 .16 15 4.82 .18
Non-SBA 60 4.45 .18 57 4.58 .20 44 4.79 .27

Affricate
Stressed

PP
SBA 15 5.66 .25 15 5.76 .36 15 5.85 .23
Non-SBA 6 4.77 .15 18 5.26 .28
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Table 5.10
Dwmfion of Codoa in CVC 5|yiio6fe& ^  ifofe, &freaa, Monne;; frqnmyof, wW 
JgnfgfKg BoMw6z/y Aj/ocgncy

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Type n M n Af SD n Af
Non-PP

Non-SBA 45 4.53 .15 39 4.81 .21 27 4.86 .25

Table 5.11
DwMzfion of CWof in VC jÿüoWgf 6y j(ofg, Anew, Monngn fngnwfoi, onJ 
#yenfencg BonnjlaTy A^ÿocency

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Type n M SD n Af SD n Af SD
Stop

Stressed
Non-PP

SBA 15 4.28 .10 15 4.39 .18 15 4.65 .30
Fricative

Unstressed
PP

Non-SBA 55 5.13 .20 72 5.24 .40 75 5.58 .24
Non-PP

Non-SBA 20 4.86 .19 3 5.19 .63
Stressed

Non-IT
SBA 15 4.48 .15 15 4.56 .16 15 4.73 .16
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Although the means for the durations of codas showed increases and 

decreases 6om the control, there was only one case that was statistically signifi

cant (Tables 5.12 and 5.13). Codas in stressed CVC syllables that arc not in pre

pausal position and are not adjacent to a sentence boundary signiGcantly decreased 

in duration. The insigniGcant results derived hrom groups with small n-values are 

marked with an asterisk. These groups are not sentence-boundary ar^acent and arc 

primarily prepausal with the exception of fricatives in VC syllables that are not 

prepausal. In additiorL fricatives and affricates that are adjacent to a sentence 

boundary have small representations.

Table 5.12

Tÿpe

Speech Rate

Fast-Control Slow-
Control

Stop
Stressed

PP
SBA 1.000 1.000
Non-SBA .017* 1.000

Non-PP
SBA 1.000 .996
Non-SBA .001 .945

Fricative
Stressed

PP
Non-SBA 1.000*
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Table 5.12
a /(gga/ü/br ̂ ggcA Æafe CofrgwüaTW c^CoJü Dimzfianj m CVC JyBotkf

Speech Rate

Type Fast-Control Slow-
Control

Non-PP
SBA 1.000 1.000
Non-SBA 1.000 .995

Af&icate
Stressed

PP
SBA 1.000 1.000
Non-SBA 1.000*

Non-PP
Non-SBA .886 1.000

Table 5.13
ThAey a .%)egcA Rafe Cawyarwaw a/̂ Ca<&% Darafia/M ia VC Jyffahka^

Speech Rate

Type Fast-Control Slow-
Control

Stop
Stressed

Non-PP
SBA 1.000 1.000

Fricative
Unstressed

PP
Non-SBA 1.000 .020
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Table 5.13
Thtgy a i fgWA5)pegcA /(afe CafnparwaTW a/^Caja Daraffa/w â% VC ̂ yffatkg

Type

Speech Rate

Fast-Control Slow-
Control

Non-PP
Non-SBA 1.000*

Stressed
Non-PP

SBA 1.000 1.000

In general, syllabic constituents did show signiGcant diSerences in duration 

when the rate of speech changed. No signiGcant changes in the duration of syllable 

constituents were evident in VC syllables. In CVC syllables, durations of onset 

and vowels showed both signiGcant increases and decreases, while codas showed 

only signiGcant decreases. Durations also changed signiGcantly in both directions 

for vowels comprising a syllable, decreasing regardless of stress and only increas

ing in unstressed syllables. The changes in onsets and codas did not include frica

tives and affricates, only stops; and stop onsets were the only constituents to 

exhibit signiGcant differences ar^acent to a sentence boundary. This boundary was 

sentence initial. In addition, there were no incidences of any signiGcant changes in 

duration for constituents in prepausal position.
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CHAPTER 6

he results of diis study provide evidence that a tempo pattern does exist in 

English, and that this pattern is organized around the focused word. This 

pattern can potentially be rcpHcated by employing the results of the experiment 

determining sites for tempo change in an algorithm. In addition, further insights 

have been gained as to the efkcts of focus on other constituents in the sentence, as 

well as the efkcts of changes in tempo on syllabic constituents. This chapter dis

cusses the results of the experiments described in the previous chapter and pro

vides an example of a potential application within an existing algorithm for speech 

rate diat has been described in the Literature Review (Klatt, 1979).

Tempo Pattern Experiment

The purpose of the tempo pattern experiment was to provide evidence diat 

changes in tempo are organized around the focused word. The Erst pattern to be 

tested was the basic decelcration-acceleration pattern observed by Fant et al.
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(1991c). Table 1 reviews the hypotheses presented in the chapter describing the 

methodology. The deceleration pattern is reflected in the Grst hypothesis and 

acceleration in the second. To separate the effects of focus on those constituents 

that precede the focused word and the focus word itself, the second and third 

hypotheses were included in the analysis.

Table 6.1
Hypotheses the Ihnyo fottem  &g?en7nent

Experiment HypoAeses
 ̂_ The ASDs of Ae pre-focal mclusive region are greater than

ExpenmentI a,e ASD. of the control

^  . yy The ASDs of the pre-focal exclusive region minus the focal
p ercen t U are less than the ASDs of the control

The ASDs of the focused word are greater than the ASDs
of the control.

Experiment I & II The ASDs in the post-focal region are less Aan Ae ASDs 
of Ae control.

6 .1  E x y g n m g f :! /

A the pre-focal mclusive region, the variance means were significantly differ

ent from zero m two of Ae three foci positions. Focus 1, where Ae focus word is 

located near the beginning of Ae sentence, and Focus 2, where Ae focus word was 

closer A the end. Apparent m Table 5.2 of Chapter 5, Results, boA means were 

positive and Aerefore reflect an increase m duration from Ae control. As a result.
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the hypothesis that the ASDs of the pre-focal mclusive region are greater than 

those of the control can be accepted only if the focused word is located in either 

Focus 1 or Focus 2 position. ASDs do not appear to change in duration when the 

focus is near the end of the sentence.

Ihhle B.3 of Appendix B lists the means of the transformed data for the ASDs 

in pre-focal inclusive regions. Given these means and the medians of the non

transformed data, there was a greater increase in ASDs from the control in Focus 1 

than in Focus 2. The means of the transformed ASDs in Focus 1 show a six percent 

increase over those in Focus 2. A very similar relationship was also apparent in the 

non-transfdrmed data. The medians of Focus 1 ASDs show a 13% increase over 

the control while the medians of Focus 2 ASDs show an 8% increase.

These results conBrm the Gndings of the pilot study, but with a smaller degree 

of change. Referring to Rgure 3.1 of the pilot study, it is clear that the increases in 

the means decrease as the focus word nears the end of the sentence. To review, 

there was a 30%, 15%, and 3% increase in ASDs for Focus 1 through Focus 3, 

respectively.

In terms of significant changes in duration from zero, post-focal and pre-focal 

inclusive regions exhibited similar results. The variances for ASDs in Focus 1 ami 

Focus 2 positions were significantly different from zero, and in both cases the vari-
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ance means exhibited a decrease from the control. Therefore, the hypothesis that 

the ASDs in the post-focal region are less than those of the control can be accepted 

if the focus is initial or medial, but not if it is near Ae end of the sentence.

The descending pattern of degree of change found in the pre-focal inclusive 

region is not evident in the post-focal region. Considering Ae means of Ae trans

formed data in Table B.4 m ^rpendix B, ASDs in Focus 2 decreased from the con

trol only two percent more than Aose m Focus 1, whik Ae medians of Ae non

transformed data held the same degree of increase for boA foci positions, eight 

percent. Similar to Ae results of the pilot study (Figure 3.3), Ae position of Ae 

focus word appears to have little effect on the degree of compression in ASDs in 

the post-focal region.

Compression found in the post-focal region upholds previous Gndings by 

Folkins et al. (1975) and Weismer and Ingrisano (1979). For example, Weismer 

and Ingrisano found that segment durations decreased following a focused word 

located near the begirming of a sentence. These findings were based upon data 

ccmsisting of Gve-syUable sentences, so there was no opportunity to test for sen

tence-medial focus; Aerefore, a valid comparison between studies is not possible 

on this basis. The results of Ae present study support and expand Aese findings by 

introducing a medial focus and increasing sentence lengA (the data of Ae present 

study were derived from 12 syllable sentences).

However, the fact Aat compression also occurs in longer sentences refutes the
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suggestion put forth by Eady and Cooper that shorter utterances may bear more 

pronounced efGccts of focus (1986, p. 412). This suggestion was a result of an 

attempt to resolve the difkicnces in results between their study and those of 

Folkins et aL (1975) and Wcismcr and Ingrisano (1979). In their 1986 study and in 

Eady et aL (1986), it was identifiod that non-focus words were not significantly 

afkcted by focus, although a slight trend for post-focal compression was noted.

The lack of post-focal compression in the most recent study may be a result of 

experimental design. Eady and Cooper (1986) studied the efkcts of focus on both 

statements and questions. Of the 144 sentences, 72 were statements. In the present 

study, 300 statement sentences were analyzed. A larger sample may reduce the 

possibility of a Type II error: previously insigniGcant results may prove signiGcant 

given a larger sample size. The post-focal results are replicated for Experiment H

From the results of this study, it can be inferred that a deceleradon-accelera- 

Gon tempo pattern based upon a focused word in sentence-initial or sentence- 

medial posiGon, exists in English. This supports observaGons by Fant et al. 

(1991c) of one deceleraGon followed by one acceleraGon in Swedish. The ASDs in 

Figure 6.1 suggest an inverse proporGonal relaGonship between the focus posiGon 

and the focus region. The more the pre-focal inclusive ASDs increase the less the 

post-G)cal ASDs decrease. However, the difkrences between both focus posiGons 

in post-focal region ASDs is minimal.

This pattern suggests that the deceleraGon is a result of either the focal word
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mcreasing as suggested by Eady et al. (1986) and Eady and Cooper (1986), the 

pre-focal syllables increasing in addition to the focal word, or Ihe focal word 

increasing to a large extent accompanied by the compression of the pre-focal 

exclusive syllables as observed in the pilot study (Table 3.2). The latter was con

firmed in Experiment H.

6 ^

Similar to the results for the pre-focal inclusive regions in Eiqieriment I, vari

ances in ASDs were signiGcantly different from zero for Focus 1 and 2. However,
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in this case, the negative means of the variances reflect a decrease from Ae control 

in ASDs (Table 5.3 of Results). Unlike in Experiment 1, the prc-fbcal exclusive 

variances for ASDs in Focus 3 sentences were also signiGcantly different from 

zero. As a result, the hypotheses that the ASDs of the pre-focal exclusive region 

minus the focal word are less than Ae ASDs of Ae control can be accepted when 

the focus is m sentence-initial, medial, and Ae end portion of Ae sentence. There

fore, Aere is evidence that pre-focus exclusive syllables do accelerate in rate, con

trasting again wiA Ae Endings of Eady et aL (1986) and Eady and Cooper (1986) 

discussed in the previous section.

In terms of Ae degree of change in ASDs Gom the control, the compression 

results are comparable for the post-focal regions in Experimmt I and the pre-focal 

regkms exclusive in Experiment H  Transformed ASDs decreased in duration Gom 

3.3% and 4% for the post-focal region, and 2.8%, and 3.1%, and 3.5% for the pre- 

focal exclusive region. Foci 2, 3, and 1, in Aat order For Foci 1 and 2, an inverse 

relationship in the degree of change in ASDs exists between Ae pre-focal results 

for Experiment I and IL In Experiment I, Focus 1 exhibited Ae highest degree of 

change, but in Experiment II, Focus 2 holds the highest degree of change wiA 

Focus 1 having Ae lowest According A the medians in Table B.5 of Appendix B, 

Ae non-transformed data displays Ac degree of compression in descending order 

Gom Focus 1 through 3,9%, 8%, and 5%, respectively.

Compression of pre-focal exclusive syllables was also evident in Ae pilot
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Study. However, the distribution of the degree of compression over the focal 

regions diSercd. In Tkble 3.3 of the pilot study, the degree of compression in the 

means of ASDs increased as the focus neared the end of the sentence with the 

exception of Focus 1, which exhibited expansiorL

hr light of the observed compression of the pre-focal exclusive syllables, the 

focus word ASDs must expand beyond the amount necessary to compensate for 

this compression to create an increase in the ASDs of the pre-focal inclusive 

region that includes the focal word. This expansion is obtained in the results. For 

all focus positions, die means of the variances for the focus word increased signif- 

icandy from zero (Table 5.3 of Chapter 5, Results). Consequendy, the hypothesis 

that the ASDs of the focused word are greater than the ASDs of the control can be 

accepted. This supports Gndings that the focus word signiGcandy increases in 

duradon as described by Eady and Cooper (1986) and Cooper et al. (1985, 1986). 

However, in Eady and Cooper, it was oidy the initial focus word that exhibited sig

niGcant changes in duradon.

The means reflect a large degree of change for the transformed ASDs. For 

Foci 1 through 3, ASDs increase Gom the control 22.4%, 22.7%, and 10% respec- 

dvely (Table B.6 of Appendix B). Note that the increase of ASDs in Focus 3 are 

less than half of those in Focus 1 and Focus 2. This fact combined with the degree
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of compression of the pre-focus exclusive syllables resulted in the insignificant 

increase for the pre-focal inclusive region which included the focus word in Focus 

3. Therefore, it becomes obvious that pre-focus exclusive syllables and the focus 

syllables must be analyzed separately in order to avoid the effects of one cancel

ling out the effects of the other, as was found in Focus 3 of this study.

The increase in the medians of the ASDs reflects the same descending order in 

the degree of change as was found in the pre-focus syllables. In Foci 1 through 3, 

focus syllables increased 65%, 62%, and 23%, respectively.

Contrary to the findings in Experiment I, the variance means for the ASDs in 

the pre-focal exclusive regions and the focus word in all focal positions exhibited a 

difference. The means decreased in pre-focal exclusive position and increased for 

the focus word. While signiGcant differences in the direction of a decrease in dura

tion were found for the ASDs in Focus 1 and 2 positions, an insigniGcant increase 

was evident for the ASDs in Focus 3 position of the post-focal region.

Although a decelcration-acceleration pattern is evident in Experiment I, these 

results carmot be accepted in light of the findings of Experiment H. The existence 

of pre-focus compression changes the previously described tempo pattern to one 

consisting of one acceleration followed by one deceleration, and concludes with 

another acceleration using the focused word as the locus for change as represented 

in Figure 2. The only caveat is that if the focus is near the end of the sentence, the 

Gnal acceleration does not take place. This acceleration-deceleration alternation is
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similar to the alternations in duration observed by Miller et al. (1984) and Crystal 

and House (1990). However, their studies were not concerned with focus.

To summarize, the focus words exhibit a marked increase in duration when 

the focus is in sentence-initial or sentence-medial position. However, when the 

focus nears the end of the sentence, there is roughly a 60% reduction in the expan

sion of the focus compared to the other focus positions. Pre-focal and post-focal 

cmnprcssion is approximately a 3.3% decrease in the transformed durations of the 

non-focus syllables of the sentence. If the focus word is not in sentence-initial or 

sentence-medial position, no post-focal compression occurs.
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Sites for Rate Change Experiments

The results of die pilot study suggested dmt unstressed iNyvnclscoirqprLsuig a 

syllable and stressed icodas in CVC syllables are the prhnary sites for expansion. 

The highest degree of compression occurred fm codas in VC syllables followed by 

onsets in CV syllables. The main study revealed difFermt results. Vowels aqppewur 

to be die primary site for rate change for bodi expansion and compression followed 

by onsets in the case of cocpauisioMi anal codas aiwi then onsets in the case of com

pression.

Thus a pattern for tempo change has been established for English. The results 

for this part of the study provide the spKacrfkzlkNcatiorLsjkirizbrLagpry; speech rate in 

order to replicate die tempo pattern. Table 6.2 reviews the Iiypaitheses four the site 

experiments. The hypothesis for die first experiment establishes the vowel as a via

ble site for tempo change. This hypothesis is placed within the context of the sylla

ble by the second and third hypotheses which attempt to rank the degree of tempo 

change. The outline for the discussion echoes the presentation of die results.
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Table 6.2
fAf ExpgrwMgMü (kg fofgnfW  Rwyo Ckwigg

Experiment HypoAeses
, ,  , The vowel mcreases or decreases m duration as tempoVbwel .decreases or mcreases, respectively.

S liable Constituents The coda compresses more AanAe onset or peak of Ae 
^ syllable at a fast rale.

The coda expands more Aan Ae onset er peak of the 
syllable at a slow rate.

6.3 Vbwgf

When tempo changes, compression and expansion is evident m vowels as 

seen m the relationships of the means m TAle 5.4 of Chapter 5, Results. However; 

expansion is not signiScant unless the vowels are deGned m terms of syllable type, 

stress, and sentence-boundary adjacency. The transformed durations of vowels 

exhibited quite large significant mcreases from Ae control when Ae vowel com

prised an unstressed syllable, 13.4%. While the degree of mcrease was consider

ably less for vowels m stressed CVC syllables, 4.7%, the mcrease was signiGcanL 

The non-transformed daA held respective increases of 76% and 33% m Ae medi

ans. The expansion aspect of Ae hypoAesis that vowels mcrease m duration as 

tempo decreases can be accepted if the additional criteria of syllable type, stress, 

and sentence-boundary adjacency is included. For example, unstressed V and 

stressed CVC vowels increase m duration as tempo decreases.

Maijomaa (1983) showed Aat Aere were signiGcant differences in Ae dura-
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don of vowels within CV syllables when the tempo was changed. Although CV 

syllables were not used in the present study, the observed expansion of stressed 

CVC vowels expands the scope of the previous findings of Maijomaa.

ConGrming the results of the pilot study, this study indicates that unstressed 

vowels expand more than stressed vowels. This could be interpreted as a conflict 

with the Gndings of Crystal and House (1990), who discovered Aat, in compari- 

stms of vowel durations of slow and fast speakers, stressed vowels were longer 

than unstressed. Although the design of their study did take syllable ^pe into 

account, these data represent vowel measurements of only two speakers, which is 

problematic for providing generalizations about English. In addition, there were no 

comparisons of vowel durations at either slow or fast tempi wiA a controL There

fore, it is not clear what the effects are on duration of each tempo.

Additionally, the larger increase in unstressed vowels compared to stressed 

vowels reflects the tendency for unstressed syllables to increase in duration more 

than stressed syllables, as observed by Peterson and Lehiste (1960) and Port 

(1980). Given that there may be a maximum duration for segments and or sylla

bles, stressed constituents, which are longer by virtue of being stressed may have 

less room to expand than unstressed constituents. This may explain the smaller 

increases of stressed vowels.

While little evidence of compression was revealed in the pilot study, the main 

study revealed signiGcant differences for the decreases in general vowel duration.
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The mean of the transformed vowel durations decreased 5.9% from the control, 

and medians of Ihe non-transformed durations 20%. With Ae furAer refinement of 

syllable type, stress, and sentence-boundary adjacency, vowels m stressed and 

unstressed V syllables and stressed CVC syllables signiAcantly decreased m dura

tion 6om the control by 8.0%, 7.2%, and 6.9% respectively (28%, 24%, and 27% 

for the medians of Ae non-transformed data).

The hypoAesis that the vowel decreases m duration as tempo mcreases can be 

accepted m light of the general vowel results, providing additional support for Ae 

results of Maqomaa (1983). V^A the additional speciGcation for syllable type, 

stress, and sentence-boundary adjacency, the hypothesis still holds for vowels m 

stressed and unstressed V syllables and Aose m stressed syllables. Similar to the 

results for expansions, compressions show Ae largest degree of change for vowels 

m V syllables, followed by Aose m CVC syllables. The one distinction between 

Ae two is Aat boA stressed and unstressed vowels in V syllables change signiG- 

cantly, stressed vowels having the highest degree of change.

The higher ranking of degree of change for stressed vowels supports previous 

Gndings by Han (1966). Also examining the efkcts of tempo, Han determined that 

stressed vowels are reduced the most when tempo increased. Contrary to the cur

rent findings, unstressed vowels did not exhibit signiGcant diSerences (p. 78).

Assuming Aere is a mirmnum duration for syllables, CVC syllables, which m 

this study carried more semanGc weight than V syllables, may as a result be less
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elastic. As a consequence, CVC syllables compress less than V syllables.

Although difkiences in vowel duration were found for V and CVC syllables, 

significant differences for VC vowels did not occur. This may be a result of the 

restricted context of this ^pe of syllable. VC vowels occur in the second syllable 

of the adverb for aU sentences. It is clear that rate does not effect signiScant 

changes in duration for this position but, given other positions, such as those pro

vided in the pilot study, the changes in duration could be signiGcanL

There were no cases where the duration of sentence-boundary adjacent vowels 

sigidficantly interacted with changes in tempo. Assuming that vowels undergo 

phrase-Snal lengAening, this implies that the same degree of lengthening applies 

for both fast and slow speech rates.

In summary, vowels do expand and compress as tempo changes, but in these 

data the change is restricted to vowels in V and CVC syllables (Figure 6.3). Only 

vowels in unstressed V syllables show a marked expansion. In addition, tempo 

changes did not induce any variation in vowel duration if the syllable was ar^acent
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to a sentence boundary.

#Compf###kxi 
0  Expansion

Figure 6.3.
CoTîywrüon grcenAzge Changes in %wef Duration_/roni the Contnoi

6.4

The distribution of the significant changes in duration of syllable constituents 

provides potential sites for implementing tempo change, in addition to contributing 

to the understanding of the efkcts of tempo on language. The overall analysis of 

vowels identiGed by the syllables to which they belong revealed that expansion but 

not compression in vowel duration was significant. However, more useful results 

were obtained when syllable and segment features were included in the analysis. 

Ih^thin the context of the syllable, the results for vowels maintained (Chapter 5, 

Results, Table 5.5). However, not only vowels were afkcted by tempo changes.
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As was described in the preceding chapter, all syllable constituents were afkcted 

by rate change depending on the feature proHlc.

For onsets, only stops and not fricatives showed signiGcant changes from the 

control (Chapter 5, Results, Tkble 5.8). Han (1966) also found evidence that Gica- 

tives were resistant to changes in tempo (p. 76). Stops in onset position appear to 

compress more than they expand, 5.7% and 4.3% for respective changes in the 

means (25% and 21% for the medians of the non-transformed data (Appendix C, 

Table C.5). These onsets are in stressed CVC syllables that are not in prepausal 

posiGon. However, when they are adjacent to a sentence boundary, they expand 

markedly at 13.1% (87% in the non-transformed data) providing evidence that 

tempo interacts with the initial sentence boundary.

Both expansion and compression of codas were evident in the means of the 

trarKformed data; however, there was only one case that was signiGcant (Chapter 

5, Results, Table 5.12). Stops in the coda position of CVC syllables diat are not 

prepausal and are not adjacent to a sentence boundary compress signiGcanÜy for a 

6.1% change in the means of the transformed duration (16% for medians of the 

non-trarwformed data (Appendix C, Table C.6)). Codas with the same feature pro- 

Gle with the excepGon of those in prepausal posiGon have the potential for com

pressing signiGcanGy. There are other cases where the n-value is small. This 

combined with a .017 probabiUty value being very close to the .01 alpha level sug

gests the possibility of a Tÿpe II error. ConsequenGy, stops in the coda posiGon of
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syllables that arc prepausal could reach a significant level of compression given a 

larger group size - a subject for further research. The absence of significant 

changes in fricatives in coda position further supports the findings of Han (1966). 

It should also be noted that af&icates in coda position did not show significant 

changes. As was revealed in the vowel experiment, constituents of VC syllables do 

exhibit signiGcant changes in duration when tempo changes. Like vowels, codas 

did not exhibit signiGcant changes in duration near a sentence boundary or in prep

ausal position.

Given that onsets, vowels, and codas demonstrate signiGcant expansions and 

compressions, die degrees of change require comparison to establish whether or 

not die hypothesis can be accepted or rejected, fa terms of compression, die 

hypothesis that the coda compresses more than the onset or peak of the syllable at 

a fast rate cannot be accepted. Consider the relationships between syllable consdt- 

uents in Figure 6.4; it is clear that vowels or peaks show the greatest degree of 

compression in CVC syllables, followed by stop codas and Gnally stop onsets.

With the excepdon of the difference in peak behaviour, onsets and codas 

maintain a similar reladonship to that observed in the pilot study. Stop codas com

press more than onsets. However, diat peaks compress more than codas stands in 

contrast to the findings of Campbell and Isard (1991). They discovered the reverse 

that codas compress more than peaks as was also found in the pilot study for 

stressed consdtuents. However, their Gndings and those of the pilot study were
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Figure 6.4.
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based on data provided by one male speaker unlike Ae present study which is 

based on Ae dab of five speakers. As a result, the findings of Campbell and Isard 

may be a feature of Ae idiolect of this speaker.

The pilot study indicated that codas m stressed CVC syllables expanded more 

Aan eiAer peaks or onsets. However, there was no evidence of Ais m the main 

study, m which incidences of signiGcant expansion Ad not occur. As a result, Ae 

hypoAesis that Ae coda expands more Aan the onset or peak of the syllable at a 

slow rate cannot be accepted.

Expansion was evident for boA vowels and stop onsets, and a comparison of
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degrees of change provides valuable information for a model. In Figure 6.5, peaks 

in V syllables expand more than onsets regardless of sentence-boundary adja

cency. However, within stressed CVC syllables, stop onsets increase more than 

peaks.

B P
O. =

NOnaet
Peak NPeak

! ^ On##r

Figure 3.5.

To sununarize the results of the experiments designed to determine sites for 

tempo changes, vowels, particularly those that constitute a full syllable, appear to 

be the primary site for expansion and compression. Stressed vowels have the larg

est compression, while unstressed vowels have the largest expansion. In stressed 

CVC syllables, codas and then onsets show lessening degrees of compression. 

This order is reversed for expansion, and the degree of change for these constitu-
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cnts is less than that for compression. Regarding onsets and codas, only stops 

appear to undergo significant changes. In addition, sentence-boundary adjacency 

iq;pearcd to affect only the expansion of onsets in stressed CVC syllables when 

tempo decreased. No odier elements of the sentence were affected by the irdtial 

boundary.

The study shows that fricatives and af&icates are resistant to rate changes. 

However, it was not possible to have all manners of articulation represented in the 

data. It is not clear how nasals, laterals, etc., react to changes in tempo, or how 

constituents of CV syllables reacL Therefore, this area requires further research.

The results of both the tempo pattern and the site experiments provide both a 

pattern of tempo in English and a description of the potential compression and 

expansion sites for replicating the tempo pattern. While these sites do not provide a 

complete representation of all possible feature combinations, they do indicate that 

tempo changes involve complex distributions and do not involve a simple change 

in duration without regard for constituency type, syllable type, stress, etc.

The Endings of this study need to be adapted to an existing duration model for 

a text-to-speech system in order to validate perceptually the proposed generalisa

tions. However, an example of an application can easily be provided using the 

algorithm proposed by Klatt (1979). The Klatt duration model has become a 

benchmark according to Carlson (1991, 243), and being rule-based can easily be 

adapted to reflect the generalizations provided by this study.
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As outlined previously in Table 2.1 (p. 10), the rules for the model include 

both shortening and lengthening rules. Emphasis is included in the lengthening 

rule. This rule specifies that an emphasized vowel is lengthened by 140% (p. 295). 

This rule can be easily adapted to reflect the results of this study if one interprets 

emphasis and focus to mean the same thing.

The tempo pattern experiment provided furdrer evidence that focus words 

increase in duration, and the results of the site experiments revealed that tempo 

change does not afkct a single corwtituent, i.e. the vowel, as suggested by die 

emphasis rule. Therefore, a more accurate representation of speech may be 

achieved by incorporating the hKcctcd members the syllable into the rule as 

well as the location of the focused word within the sentence. In addition, the 

efkcts of focus on the remainder of the sentence need to be accounted for.

For the sake of illustration, only the percentage changes in the medians of the 

non-transfbrmed data aie used in the following ^plication. Instead of the vowel 

bearing aH of the expansion, lengthening should be shared between the onset and 

the vowel, according to dûs study.

If the focus is in sentence-irûtial or sentence-medial position, the stressed syl

lable should increase by approximately 64%. As an example, assuming that the 

stressed syllable is a CVC syllable, the stop onsets should expand by 21% and 

vowels by 33%. A proportional increase for these constituents of 26% and 38% 

would be necessary in order to achieve the 64% increase in the focus. The percent
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age increases are by no means absolute. It is the relationship between syllable con

stituents that is important This relationship can easily be applied to the Klatt 

model.

The degree of change for the focus needs to be modified if it is located near 

the ebd of the sentence. In this position, the duration of the focused syllable 

increases roughly 60% less than syllables in other positions. However, this would 

bring the degree of change down to 4%. An important consideration is the degree 

of change, as the change must meet or exceed the perceptual threshold for rate 

changes. Hoequist and Kohler (1986) suggest that a minimum threshold for per

ceptual tasks involving tempo changes of 17 ms. per syllable is necessary for 

determining a change in tempo. The average syllable length for unfocused sylla

bles in the tempo pattern experiment is 247 ms. Therefore, at least a 7% change in 

the duration of the syllabic is necessary for the change to be perceived. Given this 

perceptual threshold, the focus near sentence-Gnal position is required to increase 

57% less than a focus in other positions. This translates into a 3% and 4% expan

sion in stop onsets and vowels, respectively, in the focused syllable.

Given that there is an expansion for die focus, there should be a compression 

of the non-focused syllables of the sentence if the focus is sentence-initial or sen- 

tence-medial. While the degree of compression is small at approximately 8%, it 

exceeds the perceptual threshold. Therefore, all non-focused syllables should be 

compressed by this amount To achieve the compression, the durations of the con-
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sütuents of stressed syllables would have to be altered. Vowels that are not in VC 

syllables would compress the most, followed by stop onsets and then by stop 

codas. Unfortunately, the ranking of onsets and codas was altered in the log trans

formation, creating a problem in generalizing the ranking of these constituents. 

The incorporation of both ranking possibilities within a duration model should be 

tested to determine which one obtains the most natural results. For the sake of the 

following example, they are considered of equal ranking. Comparing the medians 

for compression, onsets were compressed by 25% and codas by 36% less than the 

onsets. In die transformed data, the codas compressed by 6.1% and the onsets by 

7% less. Considering the small diBerence in degree of change for the transformed 

data and the fact that the overall compression is 8%, onsets and codas will be con

sidered to have the same degree of change for the purposes of this example. There

fore, vowels diat are not in VC syllables will compress by 3.2%, leaving stop 

onsets and codas to each compress by 2.4% to achieve the overall 8% compression 

for the syllable.

This generalization closely mimics the observations of a controlled set of 

English speech provided by multiple speakers, which therefore has the potential to 

provide a natural quality for synthetic speech. Without testing, it is unclear what 

amount of detail in the generalization, i.e. manner of articulation, is necessary to 

provide a natural quality. Therefore, it should be noted that no deBnitive claims 

can be made regarding the details and the actual degree of compression or expan-
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sion without perceptual testing for naturalness.
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CHAPTER 7 Conclusion

r r i  he primary goal of dûs project was to provide a duration model of English 

tempo, and thus, the first objective was to verify a tempo pattern for 

English. Secondly, it was necessary to determine the potential sites of rate change 

in order to be able to replicate the inherent compressions and expansions of the 

pattern.

Overview

Based upon the results of this study, a pattern of tempo alternations exists in 

English where Acre is a focus in the sentence. However, the pattern did not 

involve one deceleration followed by one acceleration as has been observed in 

Swedish (Pant et al., 1991). Instead, it was observed that tempo alternates three 

times, begirmmg wiA an acceleration, followed by a deceleration, and concluding 

with another acceleration. The locus for a change in tempo is the focus. The focus 

bears the highest semantic prominence of the sentence for the speaker and, conse-
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quenüy, exhibits a large expansion in duration to signal this importance. The lack 

of prominence also triggers a change in duration for the non-focused syllables of 

the sentence. This de-emphasis serves to further highlight the focus. However, the 

degree of compression is relatively much less than that of the expansion of the 

focus. When die two accelerations in the sentence arc compared, the degree of 

compression preceding and following the focus is quite similar.

The degree of change in the focus and in unfocused syllables does not remain 

constant when the location of the focus changes. It appears that when the focus is 

near the end of the sentence, the degree of emphasis is considerably reduced to the 

point that no de-emphasis occurs in the syllables following the focus. When the 

focus is located near the beginning or the mid-point of the sentence, the degree of 

change differs minimally. Clearly, the tempo pattern is more complex than a stm- 

ple deceleration and acceleration.

These findings also contribute to the research on the effects of focus. They 

confirm that the focus does signiGcandy increase in duradon and that post-focal 

syllables undergo compression. Evidence is also provided for the phenomenon of 

pre-focal compression.

These results suggest potendal locations for replicating the pattern of acceler

ations and decelerations. The primary site for the necessary expansions and com- 

picssions is die vowel given two condidons, syllable consdtuency and stress. 

When a vowel comprises a syllable it appears to be most vulnerable to changes in
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tempo. If this syllabic is stressed, the vowel exhibits the greatest compression, and 

when it is unstressed the greatest expansion.

The most noteworthy information provided by the tempo site experiment is 

that Ae vowel is not the sole location for change. Rather, tempo changes are dis

tributed amongst Ae other constituents of the syllable. This distribution is not 

equal. In stressed CVC syllables, codas and Aen onsets show lessening degrees of 

compression; however, this order is reversed for expansiorL In addition, the degree 

of change for Ae expanded constituents is less than that for compressioiL

However, not all onsets and codas exhibit tempo change. In the present study, 

it was demonstrated that Mcatives and affricates are resistant A change. Uidike fri

catives and affricates, stops show more elasticity when tempo changes. The dura

tion of stops appears A expand or compress significantly. Tbcrefbrc, in terms of 

consonants, stops are potential sites for tempo change. In addition, all constituents 

of the syllable do not seem A be affected by a sentence boundary. Only when Ae 

syllable constituent is an onset in a stressed CVC syllable, then signiGcant changes 

in duration are apparent in that the onset expanded.

The Ampo siA experiment provides further insights in Ae research of the 

interacGon between changes in tempo and phonetic segments that carry cues of 

Aythm. In addition, the results can be translated inA generalizations of segmental 

expansions and compressions Aat are required A reproduce Ae tempo pattern. 

These gencralizaüons can be adapted inA an existing rule-based model of duration
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such as Ihe one proposed by Klatt (1979) for applications such as text-to-speech 

systons.

Further Studies

The most obvious area for further research is a perceptual test of the results. 

The generalizations provided by this study need to be incorporated into a working 

duration model of a text-to speech system, so Aat Ae product of Ae resultant 

expansioiM and compressions can be assessed for naturalness. The results of a per

ceptual test may mvolve changes m the degrees of deceleration of the focus and 

acceleration of the non-focus syllables in a sentence, as well as in expansion and 

compression of syllable constituents in order to meet Ae requirements of natural- 

ness.

The daA for this study were derived from male speakers and as a conse- 

quence, Ae results are only valid for one gender. FurAer research is warranted 

using boA male and female speakers A mvestigatc Ae efkcts of gender on the 

proposed generalizations. Given Ae observed tendency for women A read slower 

and A modify sentential duration (Whiteside, 1996), Aere is the possibility for 

varying results m the generalizations. Instead of attempting A resolve these difkr- 

ences, creating gender-speciGc duration models may provide a poAntial solution. 

The present sAdy could be replicated using female speakers A creak a model for
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&c voice of a woman in synlhctic speech.

The generalization of potential sites for changes in tempo is not comprehen

sive, as it was not possible to include all possible feature combinations of stress, 

manner, and syllable type in this study. A more robust generalization would 

require a much larger sample that provided sufficient group sizes for each possible 

feature proGle so that potential differences between the groups could be deter

mined. This may or may not affect the ranking of the degree of expansions and 

compressions amongst syllable constituents. Although the generalization may not 

be comprehensive, it does provide for a varied distribution of changes in tmnpo 

within a sentence or portion thereof. This feature is an improvement over other 

approaches in that the variety replicates the varied found in natural speech, 

thereby increasing the naturalness of the synthetic product

Conclusion

The proposed model for English tempo provides variation at two levels: sen

tential and segmental. The sentential level compresses non-focused syllables and 

expands focused syllables creating an alternating pattern of accelerations and a 

deceleration. Incorporating the alternating compressions and expansion into exist

ing models of duration is a potential improvemait over a rule-based model for 

tempo that proposes one standard rate of speech for an utterance or is restricted to
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altering the duration of emphasized words and not the dc-cmphasized syllables in 

the sentence. At the segmental level, segments within an accelerated region 

undergo different degrees of compression dependent upon periodicity and manner 

of articulation. If these features are available in the duration models used for the 

synthetic speech system such as drose fashioned after the model proposed by Klatt 

(1979), the parameters for the durations of drese segments can be modiGed to 

reflect the proposed tempo model. Ih e  anticipated result of such modifications is a 

greater degree of naturalness in the speech product Therefore, the incorporation of 

this tempo pattern into a synthetic speech system, such as text-to-speech has the 

potential to provide a more natural target given any necessary modifications pro

vided by perceptual testing.
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APPENDIX A

Pilot Study

1. OfBcioua, Acacia cut each of ;» a piece of o k y  coSce cake.

2. Up a high peak, /  toss a cat off a face.

3. Peckish, I saafc half a ciy of icy fat opah.̂ ^

4. Atop a ia c ^  shop, apish Ahaha took a cuj^off a coaL

5. Sheepish, I seek a cache of ïce' atop a quay.

Note. The italicized words arc those that were individually emphasized for 

the readings for the focus experimenL

13. Opah is otherwise known as moonfish.
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Main Study

1. Sickish, I cofcA a fzct atop a pcpipy cake.

2. Oafish, I toss a pock atop a peak.

3. Sheepish, I fcoch a cot atop a cws/^ seat.

4. Uppish, I tack a sosk atop a p co c^  coat.

5. Cautious, I seek a sheet atop a tippy ketch.

14. Tufa is a porous rock formed around mineral springs.
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APPENDIX B f  f / o r

Table B.l.
Dwmfio/w q^j^&zbk Cowff/Mgnt; Æofe

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Constit
went n M 50 M M 50 n M 50

Onsets
Peaks
Codas

72
147
69

94.1
77.9
77.8

26.3
31.9
24.5

82 111.1 23.6 
166 81.1 32.9 
78 97.0 33.0

86
175
82

153.2
165.5
169.6

32.0
81.0 
78.4

Table B.2.
Dwrodow q^&//wfnewe<f 6[yWobk Conftztzfgnü 6y i&zfe (fw j

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Constit
nent m Af 50 n M 50 M M 50

Onsets
Peaks
Codas

72
73 
24

94.1 
59.7
81.2

26.3
23.2
29.9

82 111.1 23.6 
82 63.0 25.4 
27 1122 45.1

86
87
28

153.2
143.0
1522

32.0
76.0 
84.9
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Table B.3.
Dwrofww Jyüabk CwwfifMenù 6y Aofe (mfj

Speech Rate

Past Normal Slow

Constit
nent m M 5D m M 5D m M SD

Onsets 52 97.9 21.9 59 144.6 23.3 63 162.2 28.0
Peaks 74 95.9 29.0 84 98.7 29.7 88 187.6 80.0
Codas 45 75.9 21.1 51 89.0 21.3 54 178.6 74.0

Table B.4.
Dwnzfw/w w CV ^  Æofg

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Stress n M 5D 7! M 5D n M SD
Combined 33 87.8 31.7 36 110.5 25.2 37 140.0 27.2
Unstressed 16 82.9 35.9 17 105.7 22.1 17 133.4 31.6
Stressed 17 92.4 27.6 19 114.8 27.5 20 145.7 22.0

Table B^.
DwnzfîoMJ w CVC jW e (maj

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Stress n Af 5D M M 5D M M 5D
Combined 39 99.4 19.5 46 111.6 22.6 49 163.1 32.0
Unstressed 4 89.0 29.1 6 92.6 23.2 6 114.0 14.7
Stressed 35 100.6 18.4 40 114.4 21.4 43 170.0 27.3
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Table B.6.
DMroffOMj eat; w V Jyüabkf 6y Æofe (w .)

SpeediRatc

Fast Normal Slow

Stress n M SD M M 5D M M SD
Combined 20 842 34.0 23 102.3 22.7 23 128.3 29.1
Unstressed 35 512 23.5 38 53.9 22.2 42 134.2 46.3
Stressed 13 115J 31.6 14 116J 27.6 14 207.7 64.7

Table B.7.
DwMzfw/w wi VC 6[yüaW« by Aafe (w .)

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Stress m M SD n M SD « M SD
Combined 30 82.6 38.0 32 87.7 41.1 33 165.1 79.3
Unstressed 20 61.4 17.3 21 702 25.9 22 1462 76.4
Stressed 10 124.8 325 11 121.0 45.1 11 202.7 74.5

Table B.8.
Dwmftanf q ^ fea t; m CV j|yWaW« by jfafe

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Stress M M SD m M SD n M 5D
Combined 30 86.1 21.2 36 86D 25.9 37 188.0 123.7
Unstressed 14 73.8 20.6 17 722 27.8 17 176.6 1252
Stressed 16 96.8 15.4 19 98.4 16.5 20 197.6 124.7
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Table B.9.
Difrofiofif m CVC 6y iZofe (mf.)

Stress

Speech Rate

Past Normal Slow

n M SD n M .5D M M 3D
Combined 39 79.5 21.1 46 843 24.1 49 1633 57.9
Unstressed 4 752 30.3 6 69.7 22.3 6 98.8 17.3
Stressed 35 80.0 20.3 40 86.4 23.8 43 1723 55.8

Table B. 10.
DwnzfioTM wi VC jÿ ü o tk f 6y Æofg (mw.)

Speech Rate

Stress

Fast Normal Slow

n M 3D n M 3D n Af 3D
Combined 30 80.3 22.7 32 106.6 36.0 33 141.5 73.6
Unstressed 20 75.1 25.7 21 109.3 43.7 22 139.3 88.1
Stressed 10 90.6 9.2 11 101.6 12.6 11 145.7 31.8

Table B .ll.
in CVC

Speech Rate

Fast Normal Slow

Stress n Af 3D n Af 3D M Af 3D
Combined 39 75.8 25.9 46 90.4 29.8 49 188.5 76.5
Unstressed 4 111.3 35.2 6 1226 52.9 6 199.5 54.4
Stressed 35 71.8 21.8 40 853 21.9 43 187.0 79.4
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APpiNoixc Tempo Pattern 
Experiment: 
Descriptive Statistics

Sentence Analysis

T a b le d .
Durations of Focus Sentences by Sentence (ms.)

Sentence

n = 60

Mdh

In

M 5D
1 2907.33 8.02 .17
2 2868.83 8.01 .18
3 3046.19 8.06 .19
4 2993.22 8.02 .18
5 2993.06 8.08 .22

Table C.2.
Durations of Focus Sentences by Focus (m

n = 75

In

Focus M
N 2760.39 7.93 .17
1 2984.03 8.03 .15
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Table C.2.
Durations of Focus Sentences by Focus (ms.)

n = 75

In

Focus Mdh M
2 3093.58 8.07 .18
3 3149.21 8.10 .21

Experiment I

Table C.3.
Normalized ASDs for the Pre-focal Inclusive Regions

n = 75

Focus

In

Control

In

5D
1 .108 -2.223 .07 1 .096 -2.356 .08
2 .096 -2.344 .04 2 .089 -2.430 .05
3 .074 -2.608 .04 3 .074 -2.603 .03

Table C.4.
Normalized ASDs for the Post-focal Regions

n = 75

In In

Focus M 5D Control M
1 .071 -2.647 .05 1 .077 -2.562 .04
2 .071 -2.652 .06 2 .077 -2.550 .05
3 .187 -1.683 .17 3 .183 -1.695 .13
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Expenment II

Table C ^.
Normalized ASDs for the Pre-focal Exclusive Regions

n = 75

In In

Focus M SD Control SD
1 .080 -2.525 .10 1 .088 -2.440 .11
2 .074 -2.603 .08 2 .080 -2.531 .08
3 .072 -2.659 .12 3 .076 -2.580 .04

Table C.6.
Normalized ASDs for the Focus Word

n = 75

In In

Focus Control M
1 .190 -1.666 .15 1 .115 -2.148 .12
2 .203 -1.593 .12 2 .125 -2.062 .21
3 .081 -2.449 .23 3 .066 -2.720 .11
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APPENDIX D Site Experiment: 
Descriptive Statistics

Sentence Analysis

Table D .l.

Sentence

n = 45

Mdn

In

M a )
1 3057.78 8.06 .31
2 2774.78 8.02 .32
3 2904.09 8.06 .31
4 2784.97 8.05 .32
5 2929.10 8.09 .36

Table D.2.
Dwrofiong Site Senfencga by üafg (maj

n = 75

In

Rate Mdk Af SO
Fast 2314.53 7.75 .07
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Tabic D.2.
Amzfiow 2!o(g ( w j

n = 75

In

Rate Mdh M 5D
Control
Slow

3037.80
4898.78

8.01
8.40

.16

.25

Vowel

Table D.3.
%weZ DumfioTM by Rote (m$.)

n = 900

In

Rate Afdk M 5D
Fast
Control
Slow

66.46
83.42

119.58

4.18
4.44
4.76

.46

.48

.43
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Table D.4.
VWef DMnüiow by %pe, ôwf .ÿgMfgTicg Bowm&zyy
Afÿocgncy (wwj

Syllable

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Midn Mdk Mdk
CVC

Stressed

SBA'̂ 106.48 119J6 126.95
Non-SBA 78.65 108.00 143.83

VC
Stressed

SBA 108.06 120.05 153.50
Unstressed

Non-SBA 68.76 77.46 102.50
V

Stressed
Non-SBA 80.81 113.01 156.68

Unstressed

Non-SBA 42.82 56.63 99.47 "̂
a. SB = Sentence Boundary Adjacent.
b. All other entries in this table are for vowels that are not in prepausal position. 

The prepausal counterpart for this entry had a mean of 155.92 ms. Being the 
only prepausal vowels, this group was edited from the data.

Syllable Constituency
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Table D.5.
Onfgf Dwrafiw» by Æofe, 6[yZkWg %pe, Mawie/; Arg&g, fMpowW fofüibn, wW 

Bowm&zyy Afÿacgncy (fwJ

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Syllable Mdk Afdk Mdk
CVC

Stop
Stressed

Non-PP*
SBA 97.75 127.43 238.33
Non-SBA 91.91 122.18 148.15

Fricative
Stressed

Non-PP
SBA 119.56 143.42 165.38
Non-SBA 110.25 142.52 187.28

a  PP = Prepausal Position

Table D.6.
C(M&z Dwrndonf m CVC jiyffobk; by iZofe, Mowie;; f  Mpwwol fanfion,
owf j^enfence Bowmizfy A^ÿocency (maj

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Syllable Mdk Mdk Mdh
Stop

Stressed
PP

SBA 188.77 202.26 213.24
Non-SBA 76.07 103.90 146.39
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Table D.6.
Cof&z DwmdofK m CVC by i&zfe, Monne?; &?«&;, frgxmioZ foMfion,
wkf ĵ gnfgHce Boim&iyy ÆÿocgMcy (mf.)

Syllabic

Speech Rale

Fast Control Slow

Mdk Mdk Mdk
Non-PP

SBA 73.24 83.56 97.81
Non-SBA 70.09 83.29 87.36

Fricative
Stressed

PP
Non-SBA 87.33 168.03

Non-PP
SBA 90.57 98.85 121.07
Non-SBA 86.60 98.74 117.82

Af&icate
Stressed

PP
SBA 300.29 328.86 365.13
Non-SBA 111.65 190.55

Non-PP
Non-SBA 93.27 125.18 126.81
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Table D.7.
CWo Dwrofiona in VC Jyffobka iW f, Monne;; f  nppmwnf f  oafion, owf
ĵ enfgTKTg Bowkiz/y Afÿoceney (fw.)

Speech Rate

Fast Control Slow

Syllable Midn Mdn Mdk
Stop

Stressed
Non-PP

SBA 71.83 81.86 93.03
Fricative

Unstressed
PP

Non-SBA 176.76 179.00 256.87
Non-PP

Non-SBA 131.14 202.98
Stressed

Non-PP
SBA 89.65 96.55 114.74
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Glossary

n û s glossary provides brief dcGnitions of die most important recurrent terms 

used in die text

active vmce In a sentence that is in active voice, the subject of the sen

tence performs the acdon of the verb.

afM cate An affricate is a complex segment comprised of a stop

closely followed by a fricative. The initial and Gnal sounds of church andyud|ge are 

affricates.

coda A member of the syllable. The coda consists of all segments

that follow die peak of the syllable.

CV A type of syllable diat is comprised of an initial consonant

followed by a vowel

CVC A type of syllable that is comprised of a medial vowel that

is preceded and followed by consonants.

declarative A type of sentence that is a statement and not a question,

dialect A dialect is a variant of a language that is spoken by a group

of people who share the same geographical habitat or social setting or exist in the 

same historical period.

foot A metrical unit consisting of a group of syllables, one of
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which is usually stressed.

fWcaÜYe A consonant Aat is produced by constricting the flow of air

in the vocal tract so as to create turbulence and air friction noise. The initial sounds 

o f^ e  and sea are fricatives.

MKokct An idiolect is a variety of language that is unique to an indi

vidual speaker.

Intonation Using pitch differences, intonation serves to organize an

utterance by grotq)ing strings of syllables into phrases and phrases into sentences, 

nncleos The nucleus of a syllable is the peak of a syllable,

mnset A member of the syllable. The coda consists of all segments

that precede the peak of the syllable.

peak The most prominent part of the syllable. The peak is usually

a resonant. A resonant is a sound made by shaping the vocal tract using an unob

structed flow of air and includes vowels and some consonants.

stop A consonant that is produced by an interruption in the out

flow of air from the lungs (or in rare cases, the inflow of air). The initial sounds of 

tea, and peo are stops.

stressed A feature of the syllable, hi comparing syllables, one sylla

ble that is more prominent than the others is described as being stressed.

syllable An easily recognized unit of speech that is uttered without

interruption. The syllable centers on one prominent segment, usually a vowel and 

can be preceded or followed by other less prominent segments.

V A type of syllable that is comprised of a vowel.

VC A type of syllable that is comprised of a vowel followed by

a consonant

voiced A feature of a sound that is produced with accompanying

vocal cord vibration.




